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1. INTRODUCTION 

Sandbourne Holdings Pty Ltd (Sandbourne) is ‘the proponent’ for the proposed industrial subdivision 
of Lots 300 – 303 and 14 & 15 Beringarra Avenue, Malaga.  The proposal (Subdivision Application 
115108) was referred to the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) by the Western Australian 
Planning Commission (WAPC) in August 2000.  Following referral, the EPA resolved to formally 
assess the project and the level of assessment was set at Public Environmental Review (PER).  The 
basis for the formal environmental impact assessment is the presence of a Conservation Category 
Wetland (CCW) and associated flora and fauna within the proposal area.   
 
The EPA invited people to make submissions on this proposal.  In accordance with the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986, a Public Environmental Review (PER) document was prepared, which described 
this proposal and its likely effects on the environment.  The PER was available for a public review 
period of 8 weeks from Monday 14 March 2005 closing on Monday 9 May 2005.  The PER described 
the proposal, the existing environment and the potential environmental impacts.   
 
A total of 15 submissions on the PER were received by the EPA.  Two submissions were received 
from State government agencies, six submissions were received from community groups and seven 
submissions were received from members of the public. 
 
The Environmental Impact Assessment (Part IV Division 1) Administrative Procedures 2002 state that 
the proponent is required to prepare a summary of the pertinent issues raised in public and government 
agency submissions.  The summary of submissions on the PER was provided by Cardno BSD Pty Ltd 
(Cardno BSD, 2005) on behalf of the proponent. 
 
The State government agencies that provided submissions on the PER were: 

• The Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM); and 
• The Department of Environment (DOE).  

 
The community groups who provided submissions on the PER were: 

• Wetlands Conservation Society (Inc); 
• Wildflower Society of Western Australia (Inc); 
• Urban Bushland Council WA Inc; 
• Conservation Council of Western Australia; and 
• North Metro Catchment Group. 

 
The seven submissions made by members of the public have been identified as Public Submissions 
(PS)1-7 as the identity of the public submissions authors was removed by the EPA before the 
submissions were provided to Cardno BSD. 
 
In preparing the summary of submissions, the following methodology was adopted: 

1. Submissions were reviewed with the aim of identifying environmental issues, concerns or 
questions; 
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2. A summary of the submissions was produced that identified the issue, concern or question by 
general topic; 

3. A PER section number was allocated to all key issues, concerns or questions raised in the 
submissions; 

4. The key issues, concerns and questions raised were then sorted according to PER section 
number; 

5. Some submissions were received which either commented on or questioned local and State 
government processes or parties other than the proponent.  The proponent cannot respond on 
behalf of other parties and therefore these issues have not been included in this document. 

 
The Summary of Submissions was prepared and submitted to the EPA in June 2005 by Cardno BSD 
on behalf of the proponent. 
 

2. RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS 

This Section documents the points or issues raised in the submissions, with the response to each 
prepared by Cardno BSD on behalf of the proponent.  The sub-sections are based upon the relevant 
Section from the PER, and present the submission that the agency, group or member(s) of the public 
has made.  The submission is presented in italics, with the author of the submission indicated in 
brackets immediately following.  Where one point or issue within a submission is similar to another 
(from a content point of view) both have been grouped together, and the relevant authors included in 
brackets.  The proponent’s response is presented immediately following the summarised submission.   
 
The list below indicates the full name of the government department or other organization and the 
abbreviations used for each throughout the rest of the document.   

• DOE – Department of Environment 
• CALM – Department of Conservation and Land Management 
• WCS – Wetlands Conservation Society 
• WFSWA – Wildflower Society of Western Australia 
• UBCWA – Urban Bushland Council of Western Australia 
• CCWA – Conservation Council of Western Australia 
• NMCG – North Metro Catchment Group 
• WCG – Waterbird Conservation Group 

Additionally, public submissions have been labelled PS1 through PS7. 
 

2.1 COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 

The issue presented in this section relates to Section 2.5 of the PER. 
 
1. The PER does not mention any views of Aboriginal people. (UBCWA) 

 
Aboriginal heritage issues were previously considered at the time of re-zoning, which was 
undertaken by the City of Swan in 1996.  A recent search of the Aboriginal Heritage Site 
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Register confirms that there are no known ethnographic or archaeological sites within the 
proposal area (DIA, 2005) and therefore neither the Department of Indigenous Affairs nor the  
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 requires the proponent to specifically seek the views of 
Aboriginal people. Aboriginal people did however have the opportunity to comment, make a 
submission and express a view on the industrial use of the area when it was rezoned in the 
City of Swan TPS No. 9, as did all members of the public. 

 

2.2 INDUSTRIAL SUBDIVISION OF THE PROPOSAL AREA 

The issues, concerns or questions presented in this section relate to Section 3.1 of the PER. 
 
2. Incidence of fire, introduction of weeds and pathogens by rubbish dumping should not be listed 
as a justification for the proposal. The fact that the wetland has had rubbish dumped on it, does not 
mean that it cannot have the rubbish removed. (WFSWA and UBCWA)    
 

The above mentioned incidences have historically occurred and are likely to continue to 
occur, despite rubbish removal being undertaken by the proponent.  They are critical factors 
affecting the survival of the area and as Bush Forever states, “the survival of bushland areas 
relies on their size, shape, condition and managing threatening processes.” (Government of 
Western Australia, 2000).  Given that the above incidences continue to occur, and the 
condition of the wetland has been observed to decline in recent years under pressure from 
these influences, in the absence of long-term intensive management practices the influence of 
the degrading factors can be reasonably expected to continue to be a detriment to the area.  
The conservation value of the area can therefore be expected to continue to decline.  In 
considering the alternative to the proposal, where the site is not developed for industrial 
purposes, it is reasonable to contemplate whether the wetland and its conservation can be 
practically maintained in the long term.  Taking into account the small size of the wetland, 
surrounding land use, existing degradation, lack of linkage, well known degrading factors 
and the apparent lack of adequate vesting and management it is likely that the conservation 
values of the wetland will rapidly decline over time.  It should be noted that if the proposal is 
rejected the proponent will maintain ownership of the site, and no Government agency has 
indicated a willingness to compensate the proponent, purchase and manage the site.  In this 
context it is worth considering whether the alternative to the proposal has merit, and in this 
regard it is believed that a better environmental outcome can be achieved by developing the 
site and implementing a Wetland Mitigation Strategy to the satisfaction of the EPA. 
 

3. The proposed development is not an appropriate use for such an important part of our natural 
heritage. (WCS) 
 

The two main mechanisms utilised in the Perth Metropolitan Region for land-use planning 
are the MRS (developed by the WAPC), and local TPS (in this case developed by the City of 
Swan).  Both of these long-term planning processes have set aside the area in question for 
light industrial/commercial uses.  These same planning instruments have set aside large areas 
for conservation and environmental purposes.  These planning instruments have been made 
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available for public comment, approved by the City of Swan Council, WAPC and ultimately 
considered and approved by the Minister for Planning and Parliament.  The industrial 
development of the site has been considered by the EPA on two previous occasions, with the 
full knowledge of the environmental values of the site, and on both occasions it was not 
subject to environmental assessment.  Given the site has been approved for industrial 
purposes by all agencies and levels of government, with full public consultation, the proposal 
can be considered to be an appropriate and acceptable use of the site, and consistent with the 
assigned land-use for this part of the Malaga area.  
 
The submission implies the site contains values that warrant the site’s conservation as part of 
“our natural heritage”.  The PER was developed in close consultation with the EPA to ensure 
that it presents an assessment of the characteristics and condition of the flora, fauna and 
wetland of the site.  Key inputs, such as flora and fauna survey results, existing datasets (such 
as the Swan Coastal Plains Geomorphic Wetlands dataset), published literature and current 
State Government policies, have then been used to assess the significance of the area.  The 
PER concluded that while the site does contain some environmental values, they are not so 
significant as to regard the site as regionally significant.  Given that there is no current 
government policy which precludes light industrial/commercial uses on sites with 
environmental values consistent with the Malaga site, and that the site is not specifically 
identified in any current government policy (such as Bush Forever), it can only be concluded 
that the proposal is consistent will Government environmental and planning policy. 

 
4. The PER relies heavily on perceived future scenarios (e.g. construction of a road through the 
wetland, rapid degradation of vegetation edges, increased incidence of uncontrolled access/ fire/ 
weeds/ pathogens) in order to justify the proposal and does not discuss any additional mitigation 
options for the proposal area. (DOE)  

 
The PER describes the site and all contributing factors and processes relating to the 
environmental considerations of the proposal.  The construction of the Scheme Road has 
been previously assessed by the EPA, and has been given approval by the City of Swan and 
is therefore not reliant upon the current assessment of the subdivision proposal to proceed.  It 
therefore should be assumed that the road will be constructed (through the wetland) in due 
course.   
 
The increased exposure of bushland remnants to degrading influences (also known as ‘edge 
effects’) and subsequent reduction in habitat quality are known outcomes of fragmentation of 
bushland remnants, particularly when compared against a single large bushland site of similar 
size and characteristic (Burgman & Lindenmayer, 1998).  Further, it is acknowledged in Bush 
Forever that the survival of bushland areas relies on their size, shape condition and managing 
threatening processes (Government of Western Australia, 2000).  As the PER describes, the 
proposal area is severely fragmented by existing development to the west and north, existing 
roads to the south and proposed roads to the east.  The degrading influences listed in Section 
3.1 of the PER have occurred historically and continue to occur, resulting in an associated 
degradation of the environmental condition of the site in recent years.  These degrading 
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influences and subsequent degradation in environmental condition of small remnants of 
native vegetation in urban areas is confirmed by the City of Swan as occurring in similar 
remnant vegetation fragments within the City (pers. comm. Grant McKinnon, 2005).  
Therefore, based upon the continual degrading influences, the observed rate of decline in 
condition of the site and the degraded outcomes found in similar remnant vegetation areas, 
the condition of the wetland is likely to continue to degrade over time. 
 
Additional mitigation options for the area do not form part of the proposal being considered 
by the EPA, and therefore have not been considered in detail in the PER.  As discussed in 
response to Submission No. 2, whether the proposal is approved or not the proponent will 
maintain ownership of the site, has legitimate land use expectations for the site (and should 
be compensated if these are denied), can and will build the road through the site and is not 
required to maintain the conservation values of the site.   

 
5. There is no guarantee that the inferred degradation and development of surrounding areas 
would occur as suggested in the PER, as the greater area also contains significant conservation 
values. (CALM) 

 
The area to the north and west of the wetland has already been developed for industrial 
purposes.  As indicated in response to Submission No. 4 above, the construction of the 
Scheme Road has been given approval by the City of Swan and will proceed.  The Reid 
Highway already exists to the south, and the extension of Hepburn Avenue to the east is 
currently being assessed.  Even if the current proposal to extend Hepburn Avenue does not 
proceed, the area has been reserved for development of Regional Roads under the 
Metropolitan Region Scheme (WAPC, 1996).  As both historical and proposed developments 
are consistent with pre-determined long-term planning for the area, it is highly unlikely that 
the area will be developed in a manner substantially different from the currently proposed 
developments.  The site will therefore continue to experience the degrading influences 
currently observed, and it is likely that these will increase in frequency as surrounding 
development proceeds. 
 
It is acknowledged that some of the surrounding areas have more significant conservation 
values than the proposal site.  There are Bush Forever sites such as those located within 
Whiteman Park, Lightning Swamp Conservation Area (Bush Forever Site No. 307 - a 7.8 
hectare Conservation Category wetland) and the adjacent Victoria Road Sumpland (Bush 
Forever Site No. 480 - 6.7 hectare Multiple Use wetland) nearby.  These areas have been 
identified as having regionally significant conservation values and are larger and more intact 
than the Malaga wetland.  In addition they are surrounded by substantially larger vegetated 
buffer areas.  These areas are also subject to active management plans and have appropriate 
resources committed to their management.  The conservation value of the Malaga wetland is 
decreasing as a result of the fragmentation of the wetland from these nearby conservation 
areas, and the degrading factors listed in Section 3.1 of the PER and discussed in Submission 
No. 4.  As discussed, these are likely to continue in the future, further degrading the 
conservation value of the subject site.  This fragmentation will be exacerbated by the planned 
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future developments detailed above.  The lack of any continuous linkages between these 
areas reduces the habitat value of the Malaga wetland and therefore its sustainability and 
value as a conservation reserve. 

 
6. Clearing the wetland is not consistent with the City of Swan’s goals for sustainability. (PS6) 

 
The City of Swan’s goals for sustainability are presented in the document Foundation for the 
Future (City of Swan, 2001).  The City has suggested (pers. comm. Jeremy Manning, 2005) 
that the most appropriate goal in this instance is the goal for Productive Places, which is:  
 
  “Efficient and responsive places supporting a diverse range of economic and 
community activity that enables equitable access to a wide range of goods and services, 
employment opportunities and economic prosperity.” 
 
Development of the site as detailed in the PER contributes to achieving this goal.  
Furthermore, restoration of additional wetlands outlined in the Wetland Mitigation Strategy 
(contained in Appendix A) will provide further environmental values to the City of Swan.  If 
the site is not developed, the resulting area’s environmental values are likely to continue to 
decrease, due to the continual degrading factors affecting the site.  The site’s social values are 
also likely to decrease, as the site is located within an industrial area and it not readily 
accessible from nearby residential development areas.  If retained, the site is likely to create a 
negative economic value, as there are ongoing management costs associated with maintaining 
an area reserved for conservation or recreation. 
 
In comparison, the proposed development of the site is consistent with the above goal, as it 
will provide economic benefits to the City through land rates, to local businesses by 
providing premises and subsequent business opportunities, to local contractors/businesses 
engaged to undertake works and building on the site and to the landowner through sale of the 
subdivided land.  Social benefits will also be provided through increased local employment 
opportunities from businesses that take up premises in the area.  Given that the site is not 
considered to be regionally significant, as described in the PER, the implementation of a 
Wetland Mitigation Strategy (contained in Appendix A) and development of the site will 
produce the most environmentally sustainable outcome, while the alternative proposition to 
not development the site is considered to be less sustainable. 
 
Considering that the City of Swan and WAPC have advocated and approved the industrial 
development of the site (and area generally) and taking these matters into account, the 
proposal is consistent with the City of Swan’s goals for sustainability. 

 
7. The site provides a buffer zone between residential areas and the industrial development. (PS6) 

 
The proposed use of the site is ‘commercial/light industrial’.  The types of uses in 
‘commercial/light industrial’ areas are restricted and controlled through development 
approvals from the City of Swan.  The uses permitted for ‘commercial/light industrial’ areas 
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in Town Planning Scheme (TPS) No. 14 include car washes, industrial hire services, 
automotive spray painting, trade display, warehouses, motor vehicle repairs, etc (City of 
Swan, 1985).  These types of commercial/light industrial uses are unlikely to have significant 
emissions and therefore generally do not require a buffer from residential areas.   
 
Further guidance is provided by the EPA’s Guidance Statement No. 3 Separation Distances 
Between Industrial and Sensitive Land Uses (EPA, 2005), which indicates that while some of 
the above uses have a default buffer distance of 200m, emissions should be assessed on a 
case by case basis and controls can be placed on these at the land-use planning stage.  This 
has been undertaken during the development of TPS No. 9 and guided TPS No. 14.  
 
Analysis of aerial photography and the proposal subdivision plan indicates that the nearest 
boundary of the proposed development will be significantly further (approximately 420m) 
from the nearest residential area (located at Mitra Loop, Beechboro).  There are also existing 
industrial lots located within other parts of the Malaga industrial area (located on Milly 
Court) which are located approximately 200m from the nearest residential areas.  Given that 
the types of businesses that will be located on the proposal site will be of similar nature and 
pollution potential to those already located within the Malaga industrial area, and that these 
existing businesses are closer to residential areas than the proposal site, it is not considered 
that there is a need for a buffer from the proposal site.  

 
8. A decision made 20 years ago does not justify the proposal as it is not relevant to today’s 
situation.  An assessment of the environmental values of the site and alternatives must be made under 
the current situation and context.  (WFSWA, NMCG, UBCWA and DOE) 
 

The proposal to develop the overall area for industrial purposes has been scrutinised a 
number of times in the years since its inception.  The notice of intention to prepare an 
Industrial Development Scheme was initially sent to the EPA by letter from the City of Swan 
in 1989.  TPS No. 14 is a Guided Development Scheme that was developed following 
consideration of comments provided by the EPA, and was subsequently submitted to the EPA 
in 1990.  With the full knowledge of the current environmental values of the site the EPA 
decided that the proposal did not require environmental assessment, and in doing so conceded 
the site would be developed for industrial purposes.    

 
In 1996, the WAPC referred Amendment No. 262 of TPS No. 9 to the EPA for consideration.  
TPS No.9 is the City of Swan’s district zoning scheme, and Amendment 262 imposed a more 
specific zoning regime under TPS No.9 with respect to the land in the TPS 14 Scheme area.  
Once again, the EPA determined that no formal environmental assessment was required.  
TPS No. 14 is a Guided Town Planning Scheme, which provided for the industrial 
development of the entire area and gave provision for the distribution of costs and proposals 
for pre-agreed future drainage works and scheme roads.  The environmental assessment 
documented in the PER has been undertaken within the current planning regime, as described 
in TPS No. 9 and TPS No. 14.  Thus the proposal is a part of a long-term planning process, 
and has been subject to significant scrutiny for a number of years.  This is reiterated by 
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existing and proposed development of the surrounding area.  To the south and east of the site 
major roads are currently located, or are planned to be located, and furthermore to the north 
and west of the site is an area already developed for industrial purposes.  The associated 
amendments to the City of Swan Town Planning Scheme and Metropolitan Region Scheme 
have also been subject to full public consultation.  The previous decisions of the EPA were 
publicly advertised and subjected to a 28 day appeal period.  Amendments to the 
Metropolitan Region Scheme are approved by Parliament.  It is inappropriate to suggest or 
imply that the planning and environmental decision making process that has lead to the area 
being rezoned for industrial purposes and lodgement of the current subdivision application 
(which is the subject of the current PER) was some how flawed, not open to public comment, 
appeal or that environmental information that is available now was not available then.   
 
There is no new scientific information that has come to hand which could change the 
decision making context for the site or the Malaga industrial area generally.  Additionally, 
there is no specific government policy that has emerged which prohibits the development of 
Conservation Category wetlands.  The EPA has recommended and the Minister for the 
Environment has recently approved numerous developments that would impact Conservation 
Category wetlands. 
 

9. It should be noted that not being a Bush Forever site does not necessarily mean that the site 
does not meet the criteria for being regionally significant, but that it was not identified for protection 
through the Bush Forever program. (CALM) 

 
Regionally significant bushland has been identified within the Perth Metropolitan Region by 
environmental studies over a number of years.  The recommendations of the System 6 “Red 
Book” produced in 1983 by the Department of Conservation and Environment (DCE) was 
based on contributions from government agencies recommending areas for conservation 
reserves on the Swan Coastal Plain.  In recent years, the System 6 recommendations for the 
Perth Metropolitan area of the Swan Coastal Plain have been updated to become Perth’s 
Bushplan (Government of Western Australia 1998), then ultimately becoming Bush Forever 
recommendations (Government of Western Australia, 2000). 
 
The areas set aside by Bush Forever are considered to provide “…a comprehensive and 
adequate representation of the original biodiversity of the Swan Coastal Plain portion of the 
Perth Metropolitan Region.” (Government of Western Australia, 2000).  Bush Forever is 
currently the State Government endorsed means of seeking appropriate protection and 
management of areas of regionally significant bushland.   
 
The criteria for the selection of regionally significant bushland is based on (adapted from 
Government of Western Australia, 2000): 
• Representation – of the range of vegetation community types; 
• Diversity – areas with a high range of flora and/fauna; 
• Rarity – areas containing rare or threatened species or communities; 
• Maintaining ecological systems or processes; 
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• Scientific or evolutionary importance – such as fossilised material or unusual relics; 
• Wetland, streamlines and estuarine systems; and 
• Other criteria – may have landscape or historical values. 

 
The PER comprehensively investigates the above criteria for the proposal site, and concludes 
that the site is not considered to be regionally significant.  The validity of this conclusion is 
reiterated through the fact that, despite repeated assessments, it has not been identified as 
being regionally significant in any current Government guidelines or policies.  None of the 
PER submissions presented new scientific information that would change this conclusion nor 
have any submissions demonstrated where the PER’s assessment of regional significance 
(against the above Government criteria) is flawed or incorrect. 
 
It has been the Government’s position (including all agencies) that Bush Forever is a 
definitive statement regarding regionally significant bushland, specific sites and prescribes a 
policy framework to facilitate public ownership, vesting and management.  It is now 
unreasonable to suggest that other (undefined) areas exist which may have met the regionally 
significant criteria and were not included in Bush Forever.  It should also be noted that being 
a Conservation Category wetland in itself does not equate to being regionally significant, and 
there is no policy position in Bush Forever that states that all Conservation Category 
wetlands should be protected and development refused where it may impact upon them. 

 

2.3 CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The issues, concerns or questions presented in this section relate to Section 3.2 of the PER. 
 
10. The argument put forward in the PER that the wetlands would be difficult to vest if retained in 
their natural state is baseless.  No evidence is put forward in the PER to substantiate this view. 
(WCG)  

 
The argument put forward in the PER is that the specific wetland situated on the proposal site 
would be difficult to vest.  This argument is based on a number of factors: 

• The conservation values of the area have declined in the past due to the degrading 
influences listed in Section 3.1 of the PER, which are likely to continue to degrade in the 
future;   

• The area is located within an industrial area with little direct access to nearby residential 
areas, and therefore its value as a Public Open Space (POS) is reduced; 

• Scheme Roads are already approved for construction through the centre of the wetland, 
further fragmenting the wetland and increasing edge effects; 

• Industrial areas generally do not require POS areas; 
• The area will be further isolated by planned nearby developments, such as the Hepburn 

Avenue extension; and 
• The wetland will remain in private ownership irrespective of the outcome of the EPA 

process and no party (CALM, DOE and conservation group) has expressed a willingness 
to compensate the landowner for the loss of their legitimate land use right and/or purchase 
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and manage the site for conservation purposes.  Additionally, the Bush Forever office has 
not expressed as desire to use the Metropolitan Improvement Fund to purchase the site, 
which may be the case if the site had sufficient environmental values. 

 
The above factors have been reiterated by the City of Swan (pers comm. Grant McKinnon, 
2005), who have indicated that they would not be interested in having the area vested as a 
conservation reserve.  In this particular case vesting of the wetland is seen to be difficult to 
achieve, and will have little to no environmental gain.  

 
11. With access management (the wetland) will remain as an important environmental feature and 
habitat within an industrial landscape. (PS7) 

 
In order to prevent a consistent decline of the environmental values of the site, ongoing 
management of the primary threats to the overall health of the wetland would need to be 
addressed.  This would need to include (at a minimum) fencing, maintenance of fencing, 
ongoing weed control, ongoing fire control, such as installation of firebreaks and weekly 
monitoring of illegal activities within the site.  The location of the wetland within an 
industrial area can be considered to be the largest detrimental factor, as it exacerbates the 
above mentioned factors.  The overall importance of the site as an environmental feature will 
be further reduced by the construction of the Scheme Roads, which have already been 
assessed by the EPA and have been granted Development Approval from the City of Swan.  
It is therefore likely that the site will be subject to ongoing environmental degradation and 
will not remain an important environmental feature or habitat for any reasonable period of 
time.  Whether the site is retained and managed or otherwise, the fact remains is it will be a 
small isolated wetland within a busy industrial estate and in this context it is hard to accept 
that it would be an “important environmental feature”.   

 
12. The site should be retained and incorporated into a conservation estate/acquired for 
conservation purposes. (WCS, WFSWA and CCWA)  

 
The key policy framework in Western Australia for state land acquisition for the purposes of 
conservation is the Metropolitan Region Scheme (WAPC, 1996).  Furthermore, the 
Government of Western Australia has endorsed Bush Forever as the means of seeking the 
appropriate protection and management of areas of regionally significant bushland on the 
Swan Coastal Plain portion of the Perth Metropolitan Region (Government of Western 
Australia, 2000).  The State has not expressed a willingness to acquire the proposal site for 
the purposes of conservation to date and is unlikely to do so at the current market value. 
 
The location of the Malaga wetland limits its ability to be effectively incorporated into a 
conservation estate, as all the surrounding areas have either been cleared, or are proposed to 
be cleared for industrial purposes or regional roads.  Management of an area such as this is 
therefore likely to incur relatively higher management costs due to its isolation, small size 
and current regional setting (that it is surrounded by differing and inappropriate land-uses). 
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It has been well demonstrated that conservation of biodiversity and supporting physical 
systems/process must occur at a large scale, rather than through small and isolated sites 
surrounded by development.  Conservation of small pockets of bushland does have merit 
from an urban landscape amenity and individual species conservation perspective, however 
neither of these factors apply in this case.   

 
13. Perceived reluctance of the City of Swan, CALM and DOE to acquire or have the wetland 
vested is likely to be attributed to limited resources rather than any reflection on the wetland’s values. 
(DOE) 

If the wetland had such significant values there is no question that strong efforts would be 
made to acquire the land, and steps probably would have been taken years ago in this regard.  
The State Government has the responsibility of adding to and managing the conservation 
estate with limited financial resources.  As a consequence land will be acquired based on 
priorities and will largely reflect relative environmental values and the price of the land in 
question.  The fact is the wetland on the site has low environmental values compared to many 
other bushland sites being considered for acquisition and given its zoning will involve high 
cost.  It is suggested that the State Government’s limited resource could be better spent on 
other bushland areas and that in economic terms the site is poor value and arguably a poor 
use of tax payer’s money.  For these reasons it is argued that a better environmental, social 
and economic outcome can be achieved by allowing the proposal to proceed and 
implementing a Wetland Mitigation Strategy which satisfies the EPA. 
 
In addition it should be noted that the City of Swan have indicated that based on their 
experiences managing similar small native vegetation fragments within less populated urban 
areas (e.g. industrial areas), such areas require much more intensive management and 
resources than larger reserves, and provide minimal benefits to the community as they are 
less accessible to the City’s residents (pers comm. Grant McKinnon, 2005).  It is therefore 
not surprising that despite historical assessments of the condition of the site there has been no 
firm intention/interest shown by either State or Local Government to acquire, vest or manage 
the site. 

 
14. It is not agreed that the remnant wetland area would require ‘intensive ongoing management 
resources’ if it were retained.  At a minimum, fencing would be sufficient to protect the area from 
public access. (DOE)  
 

As discussed above, in order to prevent a consistent decline of the environmental values of 
the site, ongoing management of the primary threats to the overall health of the wetland 
would need to be addressed.  This would need to include (at a minimum) fencing, 
maintenance of fencing, ongoing weed control, ongoing fire control (such as installation of 
firebreaks), monitoring of surface water flow and runoff and monitoring of illegal activities 
within the site.   
 
While the installation of fencing in isolation may theoretically be adequate, experience of the 
proponent and City of Swan at the site has shown that fencing will be damaged/compromised 
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and rubbish dumped within a short timeframe (e.g. one week). As indicated in the PER this 
problem is exacerbated by the size and location of wetland.  Within industrial areas there are 
no residents nearby to report illegal activities (on weekends and after hours), and these 
activities therefore continue to occur.  This issue has been reiterated by the City of Swan, 
who have indicated that other reserves nearby are subject to similar influences despite 2m 
high ‘ringlock’ fencing being installed.  The City’s experience indicates that native remnant 
vegetation areas such as these require significant and ongoing management resources in order 
to prevent degradation of the values of the site (pers comm. Grant McKinnon, 2005) 

 
15. Construction of the proposed road is not certain and therefore should not be used to anticipate 
the wetland’s future condition. (DOE)  

 
It should be noted that construction of the Scheme Roads has already undergone 
environmental assessment (see page 3 of the PER for Scheme Road assessment details) and 
its construction is separate to the outcomes of this current assessment.  While the actual 
construction of the Scheme Road has not yet occurred, the proponent has all necessary 
approvals required to facilitate this.  Construction of the road will occur, and therefore result 
in additional loss of environmental values of the wetland. 

 
16. CALM disagrees that the only other alternative to the proposal is to ‘not develop’ the site, as 
there is the potential that it could be used as an offset development of other areas with similar 
conservation values. (CALM) 
 

The above comment appears to endorse the concept of protecting/rehabilitating a wetland to 
offset the loss of another similar wetland on a proposal site.  It is proposed to mitigate the 
loss of the wetland on the proposal site by protecting/rehabilitating another wetland with 
characteristics consistent with the wetland on the proposal site.  It is suggested that it is likely 
that protection and rehabilitation of other similar wetlands as offsets will have far greater 
environmental gains than applying similar management techniques and actions to the wetland 
within the proposal site.  It is also unlikely that any other party would seek to use the wetland 
as an offset as the cost of the site would be prohibitive (i.e. industrial land value is in the 
order of $100-$150 m2). 

 
17. The PER states that CALM is unlikely to accept vesting and management of the area if reserved 
for conservation.  Should the proposal not proceed CALM may be prepared to manage the site on the 
proviso that an acceptable boundary could be determined and management actions (such as fencing 
and rubbish removal) occurred prior to transfer. (CALM) 
 

The PER states that the City of Swan or CALM may not accept vesting and management of 
the wetland for conservation purposes if the Scheme Road is constructed.  Informal 
discussions were undertaken with both the City of Swan and CALM prior to development of 
the PER as to the possibility of vesting the area for the purposes of conservation.  However, 
due to the current and anticipated future condition of the wetland, its location within an 
industrial area and fragmentation from other nearby conservation areas and residential 
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development, the agencies approached indicated that they would not view vesting of the area 
for the purposes of conservation favourably.  

 
18. The statement “ the wetland is small and degraded due to adjacent industrial development, 
rubbish dumping, historic uncontrolled access and ultimately, construction of a road” is contrary to 
information in the PER and misleading. The PER argument that it is not possible to manage the 
wetland appropriately to maintain its good condition appears to be highly subjective. (WFSWA, 
CCWA, WCG, DOE and CALM)   
 

The small size of the wetland is particularly relevant when considering the viability of an 
area for the purposes of conservation.  As discussed in response to Submission No. 4, it is a 
well-known ecological principle that smaller reserves are subjected to increased pressures 
(i.e. edge effects), due to their relatively larger border to area ratio (in comparison to larger 
reserves).  Therefore, multiple smaller reserves require more intensive management (and 
associated management costs) than fewer large reserves to achieve similar conservation 
outcomes.  
 
The PER lists the above factors as contributing to the viability of the wetland as a 
conservation area, and therefore the viability of the proposal (i.e. the factors listed are 
‘degrading’ factors).  While it is acknowledged that there are portions of wetland vegetation 
within the proposal area that are in good to excellent condition, there are also areas that have 
been substantially ‘degraded’ due to the influence of these factors.  The actual statement 
refers therefore to the degrading factors affecting the wetland, and is not a statement of the 
condition of the undisturbed portions of the wetland vegetation. 

 
The PER attempts to define the influencing factors on the condition of the wetland, and 
extrapolate the future condition based upon the observed rate of decline in the wetland 
condition as a result of these, planned future development of the surrounding areas, and 
inferred management options.  The difficulties managing the site outlined in the PER are 
based on known principles, such as those stated in Bush Forever which notes that the survival 
of bushland areas relies on their size, shape condition and managing threatening processes 
(Government of Western Australia, 2000).   

 
19. The approval for scheme road construction must be frozen (s41) until ministerial approval is 
given after the EIA process is completed. (UBCWA, PS6 and WCG)  
 

The proposal that is currently the subject of a Section 38 assessment is for an industrial 
subdivision on the Malaga wetland site.  The PER document describes this proposal and the 
environmental issues pertaining to it.  The Scheme Roads that are approved have previously 
been assessed by the EPA in 1990.  Section 41 of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 is 
applicable to the Scheme Roads approval in this regard. 
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20. The road has not yet been approved by the Minister and is subject to appeal. (UBCWA) 
 

The validity of the Scheme Road approval has been upheld by the Supreme Court of Western 
Australia ([2002] WASCA 75).  The Supreme Court ruled that the framework outlined in 
TPS 14, which included the Scheme Roads, had been previously assessed by the EPA in 
1990.  Therefore, the Scheme Road is not subject to appeal.  The Scheme roads have already 
been granted Development Approval from the City of Swan and will be constructed. 

 

2.4 CLIMATE 

The issue presented in this section relates to Section 4.1 of the PER. 
 
21. Impact on local microclimate ignored. The area will become hotter in summer due to reduced 
transpirational cooling provided by the wetland, especially in summer, and to the raised Albedo effect.  
This is not addressed in the PER. (WCG)  
 

There is no scientific evidence to suggest that the proposal will significantly impact local or 
regional scale climatic conditions.  This issue has not been identified by the EPA as being 
relevant to the current assessment and has therefore not been addressed in this assessment. 

 

2.5 LANDFORMS AND SOILS 

The issues, concerns or questions presented in this section relates to Section 4.2 of the PER. 
 
22. Disturbing Acid Sulphate Soils could cause contamination of groundwater by acid, arsenic, 
heavy metals and other contaminants and could damage concrete and steel structures. (UBCWA)  
 

Potential Acid Sulphate Soils (ASS) are likely to become a problem only when exposed to 
air, through excavation or lowering of the groundwater levels, however previous geotechnical 
works have indicated that there are no potential or actual ASS on the site or in the area 
generally.  Furthermore, the proposal is unlikely to require major excavations as the low 
levels of the site dictate that any civil works would mostly consist of filling rather than 
excavating.  There would not be any significant dewatering/lowering of groundwater required 
for the subdivision proposal.  The minor excavations that will be required are those required 
to trench services (water, sewer, etc.), and any potential impacts from these are likely to be 
minor and could be managed through the subsequent subdivision process, as it is likely that a 
condition of Development Approval will require the investigation of ASS prior to earthworks 
commencing onsite.   

 
23. Loss of Geographic context was not addressed in the PER. (WCG)  
 

The environmental factors investigated in the PER were undertaken following an exhaustive 
process that identified all relevant environmental factors required to enable an assessment of 
the site and likely impacts of the proposal.  This process involved development of an 
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Environmental Scoping Document, which detailed all aspects proposed to be investigated in 
the PER.  Feedback on this document was provided by the EPA as to the appropriateness of 
the content, and this was then used as a basis for the development of the PER.  The EPA did 
not identify ‘geographic context’ as being a specific factor that required investigation.   
 
Notwithstanding this, geographic context is addressed in the PER through the documentation 
of Vegetation and Flora (Section 4.3).  Bush Forever identifies bushland required (in 
addition to lands already in secure conservation estates) to provide adequate representation 
(10% of the pre-1750 extent) of the vegetation complexes found on the Swan Coastal Plain.  
The vegetation complexes detailed in Bush Forever are a reflection of the underlying soils 
and geological formations.  The proposal site has not been included in Bush Forever and is 
therefore not required to provide adequate representation of the vegetation and associated 
soils and geological types on the Swan Coastal Plain. 
 
The wetland located on the proposal site is not considered to be particularly geographically 
significant as it is one of several remnants of a much larger wetland area.  The other remnants 
of the same wetland (e.g. the Victoria Road Bushland) are substantially larger, have currently 
been afforded some protection by Bush Forever and have therefore been identified as being 
regionally significant.  Additionally, the broader area contains further conservation reserves 
(e.g. Whiteman Park, Lightning Swamp) that provide further representation of the landforms, 
soils and vegetation types of the area.  

 

2.6 VEGETATION AND FLORA 

The issues, concerns or questions presented in this section relate to Section 4.3 of the PER. 
 
24. Gibson et al. Floristic Community Types (FCT) are broad units and do not adequately describe 
the vegetation within the wetland and therefore do not adequately represent the conservation 
significance of the wetland. (PS1, PS2, PS3, PS4 and PS5) 
 

Section 4.3.5.1 of the PER uses the vegetation units described by Gibson et al. to determine 
the type of vegetation that exists on the site and the conservation significance of the 
vegetation, not the wetland.  

 
The conservation significance of the wetland is discussed in Section 4.5.5 of the PER.  The 
classifications used by Semenuik in a paper published in the Journal of the Royal Society of 
Western Australia (Semenuik, 1998) and Hill et al. in The Wetlands of the Swan Coastal 
Plain Vol 2B (Hill et al. 1996) are used to define the consanguineous suite values, while the 
assessment of regional significance is based upon the criteria outlined in Bush Forever 
(Government of Western Australia, 2000).  Therefore, the assessment of conservation 
significance documented in the PER was undertaken based upon published scientific 
literature and existing State Government policy.   
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The above submission does not propose any alternative classification of the vegetation 
assemblages nor any substitute method with which to gauge the significance of the wetland 
on the site.  It is therefore considered that the FCTs discussed in the PER more than 
adequately describe the vegetation on the site, and when assessed against current government 
policy provide the most appropriate assessment of conservation significance of the wetland. 

 
25. The assessment of Threatened Ecological Communities (TEC) and Declared Rare Flora (DRF) 
or Priority flora appears to be related to a check of Declared Rare and Priority Flora database 
records from 2002 and 2003.  The lists are updated regularly and the impact assessment does not 
therefore appear to be based upon the most current information available. (CALM) 
 

The PER has been under development and review for several years, taking into consideration 
comments/feedback provided by CALM, DOE and EPA.  It has taken this time to bring the 
proposal to a stage where it is available for public release, and a search of the register was 
carried out during the process.  The Flora and Vegetation survey was undertaken in October 
2002, and therefore the Declared Rare and Priority Flora information from CALM’s database 
records were obtained form the 2002 and 2003 dataset. This dataset provided up to date 
information at the time of the survey.   
 
Notwithstanding the above, a DRF search of the CALM database has recently been 
undertaken (July 2005), which indicates that there are no recordings of DRF or Priority Flora 
for the proposal site that are additional to those presented in the PER.   

 
26. The PER states that the species Epiblema grandifolium var. cyaneum ms was searched for and 
not found. The orchids generally flower in November and the survey was conducted in October, and 
therefore some may have been found if the survey was conducted at this time.  In addition, the species 
does not flower every year, so surveys during the flowering period over several years would be 
required to definitively determine if the species is present on the site. (CALM) 
 

An extensive botanical survey was undertaken by a qualified botanist from Cardno BSD on 
29/10/04.  The EPA’s Guidance Statement 51 - Terrestrial flora and vegetation surveys for 
environmental impact assessment in Western Australia suggests that flora and vegetation 
survey’s are to be undertaken in spring in the South West land division (EPA, 2004a).  The 
timing of the flora and vegetation survey at Malaga was therefore consistent with the EPA 
guidelines.  
 
Confirmation of the findings of the Cardno BSD survey has been provided by the results of 
surveys undertaken by the Bennet Brook Catchment Group (BBCG) between 9/6/01 and 
17/11/01 on the site, which did not record the presence of Epiblema grandifolium var. 
cyaneum ms.  Therefore, all available scientific evidence indicates that Epiblema 
grandifolium var. cyaneum ms. is not located on the site.  The results of the surveys 
conducted are presented in Appendix B of the PER. 
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27. The PER does not discuss the limitations of the DRF survey undertaken.  CALM suggests that 
the proponent should provide additional information on the survey undertaken and precise details of 
similar plants (i.e. Epiblema grandifolium var. grandifolium) located. (CALM) 
 

The level of detail provided in the PER on the flora surveys undertaken was determined 
through consideration of feedback provided by the EPA regarding how much information 
was required to be included.   
 
The flora surveys conducted during development of the PER were undertaken in accordance 
with the EPA’s Guidance Statement 51 - Terrestrial flora and vegetation surveys for 
environmental impact assessment in Western Australia (EPA, 2004a) and consistent with the 
Environmental Scoping Document approved by the DOE.  Vascular species recorded on 
29/10/02 were included in Appendix C of the PER, along with species recorded by the 
BBCG between 9/6/01 and 17/11/02.  It is considered that the information provided is 
appropriate for the purposes of the assessment. 

 
28. The PER failed to identify that the loss of the wetland has implications for the targets for 
protection of the Southern River Vegetation Complex. (CALM)  It is important that the ecological 
vegetation complex (Southern River Complex) is protected “as the goal is to reach at least 10% in the 
PMR”. (UBCWA)  
 

The targets identified in Bush Forever aim to provide long-term protection of 10% of the pre-
1750 extent of the Southern River Complex vegetation on the Swan Coastal Plain portion of 
the Perth Metropolitan Region.  The Southern River Vegetation Complex is currently 
recorded as retaining 5,370 ha (17%) of the vegetation complex in the Perth Metropolitan 
Region.  According to Bush Forever, 1,775 ha currently has some existing protection (MRS 
Parks and Recreation, CALM managed lands and crown reserves), and 1,372 ha is identified 
by Bush Forever (Government of Western Australia, 2000).  This gives a total of 3,147 ha, or 
10% of the pre-1750 extent of the Southern River Complex vegetation on the Swan Coastal 
Plain portion of the Perth Metropolitan Region.  The proposal site does not fall into either of 
the two categories identified above (i.e. a Bush Forever site or a site with some existing 
protection) and is therefore additional to the 3,147 ha identified in Bush Forever as requiring 
retention to preserve adequate representation of the Southern River Complex vegetation. 
Therefore, retention of the Malaga wetland is not required to achieve the 10% goal for 
protection of the Southern River Complex vegetation by these definitions. 

 
29. Bush Forever was never intended to be a definitive work that described all areas of significance 
on the Swan Coastal Plain.  It should be noted that not all CCWs were included in Bush Forever due 
to the expectation that they would be protected by the Revised Environmental Protection (Swan 
Coastal Plain Wetlands) Policy. (WFSWA, DOE and CALM)  
 

Bush Forever is a definitive statement of areas of native vegetation considered by the State 
Government to be regionally significant.  It sets aside areas considered to be adequate to 
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conserve a representation of the biodiversity of vegetation in the Perth Metropolitan Region 
of the Swan Coastal Plain. 
 
The current proposal for industrial subdivision of the site has been under development since 
early 2000.  At that time, and currently, the only statutory protection of wetlands on the Swan 
Coastal Plain has been the Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Lakes) Protection 
Policy, 1992.  The Malaga wetland was not included in the 1992 EPP.  While the geomorphic 
wetlands dataset (WRC, 2001) has been used as a guide as to the relative attributes and 
values of wetlands on the Swan Coastal Plain, it provides no formal protection of these areas.   
 
Given that the site is not identified for statutory protection under any current state or federal 
government legislation, there is no formal legislation that would preclude the use of the site 
in the proposed manner.  Examination of the above documents/policies indicates that there is 
nothing in Bush Forever or any other current Government policy that states “All 
Conservation Category wetlands shall not be developed”.  Any mechanism for protection of 
this site would therefore be likely to occur through the Section 38 referral process currently 
being progressed. 

 
The revised Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Wetlands) Policy has not yet 
been finalised, and the proponent is therefore not in a position to comment upon what may or 
may not be included within the final version of this document. 

 
30. The potential loss of a floristically interesting and diverse site. Rare flora have been recorded at 
this site in the past and some may not have been covered in the surveys due to their elusive nature. 
Additional species are likely to be present. (PS1, PS2, PS3, PS4, PS5, WCG and DOE)  
 

The Southern River Complex vegetation known to occur on this site currently has 17% of the 
pre-1750 extent remaining.  At least 10% will be protected under Bush Forever policies and 
processes, and existing conservation estates. 
 
As acknowledged above, the flora survey was conducted in accordance with EPA guidelines.  
The EPA’s Guidance Statement 51 - Terrestrial flora and vegetation surveys for 
environmental impact assessment in Western Australia suggests that flora and vegetation 
surveys are to be undertaken in spring in the South West land division (EPA, 2004a).  The 
timing of the flora and vegetation survey undertaken at Malaga can therefore be considered to 
be consistent with the published EPA guidelines.  Furthermore, and as presented in 
Appendix B of the PER, the site has undergone additional biological survey by the BBCG 
between 9/6/01 and 17/11/02. 
 
The results of all surveys of the site undertaken have been presented in the PER, and have 
been used to determine the significance of the vegetation on the site (see Section 4.3.5.1 of 
the PER).  Given that the conclusions made in the PER are based upon all scientific evidence 
available, and that the above submission does not present any new scientific data or evidence, 
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it is considered that the conclusions reached in the PER (that the flora species and 
assemblages on the site do not preclude the proposed development) remain sound. 

 
31. The presence of Significant Flora and Vegetation Assemblages have been downplayed in the 
PER (4.3.4.2 to 4.3.5.3). (WCG)  
 

The abovementioned section of the PER contains a clear description of what species and 
vegetation assemblages have been found to occur on the site.  These are based on information 
collated from previous surveys and studies and data gathered during actual field surveys.  
The PER does not suggest that any of the species or vegetation assemblages are any more or 
less important than their current classification.  Rather it attempts to describe what is on the 
site based on available scientific data, published/known literature (Gibson et al., 1994, 
English and Blyth, 1997, Heddle et al., 1980) and present these in the context of current 
government policy (e.g. Bush Forever). 

 
32. Direct impacts (4.3.6) are totally unacceptable.  Total clearing is out of step with our times and 
amounts to vandalism. (WCG)   
 

The purpose of the formal Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process is to thoroughly 
examine all relevant environmental aspects, including but not limited to the significance of 
the vegetation, communities, fauna, wetlands and the overall acceptability of the proposal 
based upon the anticipated impacts.  This has been comprehensively documented in the PER, 
which was developed based upon feedback provided by the EPA as to what should be 
included and the level of detail which should be provided.  The EIA process facilitates 
judgement of each proposal based on its own merits, and the approval of projects 
acknowledge that some environmental impacts will occur.  Given that the site is not 
considered to retain values that would render it regionally significant (as documented through 
assessments of it attributes and condition), is in a continual state of degradation due to 
numerous influences (as discussed in Section 3.1 of the PER), will ultimately have a road 
constructed through the site and will provide substantial economic and social benefits (as 
discussed in response to Submission No. 6) it is considered that the direct impacts of the 
proposal are acceptable and can be adequately mitigated through other means (see the 
proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy contained in Appendix A).   
 
In regards to clearing, the Environmental Protection (Clearing of Native Vegetation) 
Regulations 2004 protect all native vegetation in Western Australia.  Under this legislation, 
clearing native vegetation is prohibited, unless a clearing permit is granted by the DOE, or 
the clearing is for an exempt purpose.  The subdivision proposal includes the clearing of 
native vegetation on the site, and it is this proposal that is the subject of the current EPA 
assessment.  Should approval be granted for the proposal to proceed, the clearing will be 
exempt from the need to obtain a clearing permit, as it will proceed in accordance with the 
implementation agreement or decision made by the Minister for Environment on 
recommendation from the EPA regarding the entire proposal, which includes clearing of 
vegetation.  
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33. Figure 8 illustrates the degrading effects of development (i.e. from clearing) on the dryland 
vegetation and not on the wetland itself. (DOE)  
 

It is acknowledged that Figure 8 of the PER illustrates a reduction in the surrounding 
Banksia woodland, which also acts as a buffer to the wetland.  However a reduction in the 
surrounding Banksia woodland is also likely to allow increased intrusion of weeds and 
increased public access and subsequent rubbish dumping within the wetland.  Therefore, 
Figure 8 of the PER accurately represents the increased fragmentation, loss of vegetation and 
degradation of the overall wetland area.  Figure 8 of the PER was intended to provide a 
comparison of the vegetation condition over the last four years. 

 
34. The site should be linked via vegetated road reserves, and to remaining urban-zoned bushland 
adjacent to the south of the site through future ‘Outline Development plans’. (WFSWA)  
 

The bushland to the south of the site is known as Lightning Swamp Conservation Reserve.  
The Malaga wetland is separated from this area by the existing Reid Highway, which consists 
of four lanes of traffic flowing in an east-west orientation.  It is therefore not physically 
possible to directly link the Malaga wetland in a north-south direction to these areas via 
vegetated road reserves, given that the Reid Highway is already constructed.  Additionally, 
there is currently no urban zoned bushland adjacent to the south of the site that could 
potentially benefit from an ‘outline development plan’. 

 
35. The area contains conservation values worthy of protection, which would be lost if the proposed 
industrial subdivision proceeds. (CALM) 

 
The content of the PER was developed in close consultation with the EPA to determine the 
values of the area in question, the significance of the area and the likely impacts of 
implementation of the proposal.  Following comprehensive investigation of the specified 
areas of concern, the PER concluded that while the wetland contains values that could be 
considered to be locally significant, the wetland on the proposal area is not considered to be 
regionally significant.  This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that despite repeated 
assessments confirming the conservation values of the site, it has not been identified as 
regionally significant or included within Bush Forever, the State Government’s principle 
means of identifying and protecting regionally significant remnants of bushland. 

 
On this basis the environmental values of the site are not considered so significant as to 
warrant acquisition, vesting and management by CALM or Local Government.  It is 
reiterated that there is no current government policy that would indicate that a wetland with 
values consistent with the Malaga wetland should be precluded from the proposed 
development.   
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2.7 FAUNA AND HABITAT 

The issues, concerns or questions presented in this section relate to Section 4.4 of the PER. 
 
36. The site is an important link to other conservation areas nearby such as Lightning Swamp and 
Whiteman Park, as evidenced by large numbers of wildlife which utilise the site. (PS6, UBCWA and 
NMCG) 
 

As noted in Section 2.6, the value of linkages between the Malaga wetland and Lightning 
Swamp is significantly reduced due to the east-west orientation of four lanes of Reid 
Highway that lie between the two areas.  Proposed roads to the east will further reduce these 
linkage values.  The Victoria Road Bushland (Bush Forever Site No. 480) and nearby Orchid 
Park (a Conservation Category wetland) lie directly between Lightning Swamp and 
Whiteman Park, and these areas would provide adequate linkage between Lightning Swamp 
and Whiteman Park.  Therefore, the loss of any linkage functions (where present) of the 
Malaga wetland are not likely to significantly impact upon the fauna of surrounding areas.  
The observed numbers of fauna at the Malaga site can reasonably be expected to be displaced 
to other nearby habitats described above.   
 
Any linkage functions that are currently retained on the site are likely to be further reduced 
by the construction of the Scheme Road through the site.  As discussed in response to 
Submission No. 4, the Scheme Roads have previously been assessed by the EPA and have 
been granted Development Approval from the City of Swan, and their construction is 
therefore not reliant upon the outcomes of the current assessment. 
 

 
37. Retention of the native vegetation is clearly required in order to maintain the significant fauna 
values of the site. (CALM) 
 

It is agreed that retention of the native vegetation would be required to maintain the fauna 
values of the site, however it is not agreed that these values are significant.  The PER details 
the fauna survey carried out by Dr Ray Hart in 2002 and Dr Mike Bamford in 2004, and 
assesses the significance of the fauna values of the site, based on available information, 
published literature and the fauna surveys conducted.  It documented an assessment of 
amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals and invertebrates that may be significant and occur on 
the site.   

 

There were no amphibians or reptiles of formally recognised significance recorded on the 
site.   

 

There were 5 bird species of formally recognised conservation significance (listed under 
State or Commonwealth Acts) that could potentially be present on the site, however as 
discussed in Table 4.5 of the PER: 
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• Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo may utilise the proposal area for foraging habitat, but is 
unlikely to breed on the site; 

• The Peregrine Falcon is likely to be an occasional visitor to the site but there is unlikely to 
be suitable nesting habitat (small areas of remnant vegetation in the Perth area are of low 
importance for the Peregrine Falcon unless they provide nesting sites); 

• The Rainbow Bee-eater may occasionally nest at the site, but this is an opportunistic 
species that will nest on the banks of roads and around construction sites, so small areas 
of remnant vegetation in the Perth area are of low importance for it; 

• The Fork-tailed Swift is an aerial forager that is unlikely to utilize the site; and 
• Great Egret Individuals may occasionally visit the wetland on the site. 

 
The Malaga wetland site is therefore not considered to contain regionally significant bird 
fauna values. 
 
The mammal fauna representation is very poor, with only one recording of a single species 
(Quenda) made during the earliest survey, however it was absent during the follow-up survey 
in 2004.  The absence of large fauna species is likely to be the result of their requirements for 
larger areas of relatively intact habitat.  It can therefore be concluded that the site contains no 
significant mammal habitat values. 
 
Two native bees, Leioproctus douglasiellus and Neopasiphae simplicior are known to forage 
on flowers of Goodeniaceae, and since there are 6 species of this flora family known to occur 
on the site, there is a possibility that these native bee species may occur on the site, however 
this was not confirmed during either of the surveys.  Given the abundance of Goodeniaceae 
on the Swan Coastal Plain, the site is not considered to be regionally significant for these bee 
species. 
 
Given the above discussion of the potential fauna values of the proposal site, it is considered 
that while the site does contain some formally recognised fauna values, these are not 
considered to be regionally significant, and are well represented elsewhere in the wider 
conservation estate. 

 
38. The area is still recognised as a potential corridor of fragmented vegetation for mainly 
migratory and nomadic fauna species. (DOE) 
 

As discussed in Section 4.5.5.2 of the PER, the selection criteria for regionally significant 
bushland includes assessment of its ability to maintain ecological systems or processes 
(which would include potential corridor functions).  The proposal site has not been formally 
recognised by any current State or Commonwealth legislation as being regionally significant.   
 
In terms of local corridor functions, due to the existing fragmentation of the Malaga wetland 
from other nearby native vegetation areas, these functions are likely to be limited to bird 
species.  It should also be noted that individual trees and other roadside vegetation can 
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provide similar functions for some species that may utilise the site.  A good example of this is 
the Rainbow Bee-eater, classified as migratory under the Japan Australia Migratory Bird 
Agreement (JAMBA), China Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (CAMBA) and Bonn 
Convention, and as such is protected under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999.  The Rainbow Bee-eater may occasionally nest at the site, 
but this is an opportunistic species that will nest on the banks of roads and around 
construction sites, so small areas of remnant vegetation in the Perth area are of low 
importance for it (Bamford & Bamford, 2004). 
 
Furthermore, there are a number of sites in the vicinity of the Malaga wetland that are likely 
to play a more important corridor role than the Malaga wetland, given that they have been 
identified as being regionally significant (such as Bush Forever Site No. 480), are of a much 
larger size than the Malaga wetland, and provide a direct connection between the surrounding 
conservation areas. 
 
As indicated in response to Submission No. 36, any corridor functions that are currently 
retained on the site are likely to be further reduced by the construction of the Scheme Road 
through the site.   

 
39. Transequatorial migratory waterbirds protected under the RAMSAR convention which use all of 
the wetlands of the region are in decline because there is less permanent water in the region. (WCG 
and CCWA)   
 

The proponent is not in the position to comment as to the potential reasons for the suggested 
decline in the waterbirds mentioned in the above submission, however it should be noted that 
the Malaga wetland does not support permanent water. 
 
It is acknowledged that some migratory birds that may visit the site are listed as endangered 
under the EPBC Act and the WA Wildlife Conservation Act.  Others that may utilise the site 
are classified as migratory under the JAMBA, CAMBA and Bonn Convention, and as such 
are protected under the EPBC Act.  Furthermore, of the species that have been identified as 
classified as migratory under the JAMBA, CAMBA and Bonn Convention (and are such 
protected under the EPBC Act), one would occasionally visit the wetland on site (Great 
Egret), another is an aerial forager that is unlikely to visit the site (Fork-tailed Swift) and 
another may occasionally nest at the site (Rainbow Bee-eater) but this species is 
opportunistic and will nest on the banks of roads and around construction sites, so small areas 
of remnant vegetation in the Perth area are of low importance to it (Bamford & Bamford, 
2004).  Therefore, while the wetland vegetation may provide a stopping point for some bird 
species, it is not considered to be an important breeding area. 
 
It is suggested that nearby reserves of significantly larger size and formally recognised 
significance provide more than adequate representation of the habitat and flora values of the 
area, and that these areas are consequently of much greater importance to migratory birds 
than the proposal site. 
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40. Possums should be relocated or killed in a humane manner. (PS6)  
 

The Brush-tailed Possum Trichosurus vulpecular was identified as potentially present at the 
site, based upon CALM’s Threatened Fauna Database, and from comprehensive surveys 
undertaken in Whiteman Park that lies about 3km northeast of the site.  The Whiteman Park 
data, with some interpretation based on habitats present, the size of the site and the effects of 
isolation, provide a good basis for the preparation of a complete species list for the site.  The 
above possum species was however not recorded during either of the site surveys.   
 
Notwithstanding the lack of observations of the Brush-tailed Possum, the proponent will 
undertake a detailed fauna survey prior to undertaking any ground-disturbing works.  Should 
any species requiring specific management be located, a management plan will be developed 
to ensure that the appropriate environmental management measures are adopted, including 
translocation of individuals of some species where required. 

 
41. Traps should be laid for Quenda so they can be relocated (even though they haven’t been 
sighted since 2001). (PS6)  
 

It is anticipated that requirements regarding further fauna surveys will be placed upon the 
proponent as either a condition of Ministerial Approval, or a condition of Development 
Approval.  As indicated above, the proponent will undertake a detailed fauna survey prior to 
undertaking any ground-disturbing works.  Should any species requiring specific 
management be located, a management plan will be developed to ensure that the appropriate 
environmental management measures are adopted.  These measures may include 
translocation of individuals of some species.  Any management plan will developed in close 
consultation with the relevant approval agencies.   

 
42. The Malaga Wetland, together with the adjacent area are vital for the survival of reptiles, 
mammals and amphibians.  It would kill many small birds and break their seasonal movement. 
(UBCWA)  
 

The habitats present on the site are Jarrah-Banksia woodland on grey sand and scattered 
paperbarks over shrubs and dense sedges on humic sand in a dampland.  The proposal area is 
on Bassendean dunes and the fauna habitats provided are typical of the landforms and 
associated vegetation.  These habitats are common and well known regionally (Hart, Simpson 
and Associates, 2002).   It is highly unlikely that removal of the wetland in itself is vital for 
the survival of reptile, mammal and amphibian species.  As discussed in response to 
Submission No. 37, the site is not considered to be regionally significant, nor is there any 
significant species specifically reliant upon the Malaga wetland for the survival of their 
species. 

 
As the proposal site is fragmented from other nearby remnant bushland, such as Lightning 
Swamp, by existing development for the purposes of roads and industrial development, it is 
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most likely that nearby areas of remnant vegetation would provide a more effective corridor 
function.  Some of these areas, such as the adjacent Victoria Road wetland (Bush Forever 
Site No. 480), have been indicated as being regionally significant, and are therefore more 
likely to provide the corridor functions required for the seasonal movement of birds.  
Individual trees and other roadside vegetation can also potentially fulfill corridor functions.  
A good example of this is the Rainbow Bee-eater, which may occasionally nest at the site.  
The Bee-eater is however an opportunistic species that will also nest on the banks of roads 
and around construction sites (Bamford & Bamford, 2004).  Therefore, alternative corridors 
beyond recognised remnant vegetation fragments such as the vegetated roadside of the Reid 
Highway may also provide corridor functions for many species.  It is therefore not likely that 
the proposal will interfere with the seasonal movement of small birds. 
 
As indicated above, the proponent will undertake a detailed fauna survey prior to undertaking 
any ground-disturbing works.  Should any species requiring specific management be located 
onsite, a management plan will be developed to ensure that the appropriate environmental 
management measures are adopted and these measures may include translocation of 
individuals of some species.  Any management plan will developed in close consultation with 
the relevant approval agencies.   

 
43. Rare and endangered bird species are present.  Such wetlands are their last bastions. (WCG)   
 

Although a reasonably diverse native fauna still survives on the proposal area there are few 
rare species of significance present or which might be present (Bamford & Bamford, 2004).   
 
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo is the only species recorded on the CALM Rare Fauna Database 
for the Malaga area.  The species is listed as Schedule 1 – Fauna which is Rare or likely to 
become extinct.  The Black-Cockatoo relies on banksias for foraging, and based on studies of 
the food value of Banksia seeds (Cooper et al., 2002) and the density of Banksia trees in 
woodland around Perth, it has been estimated that Banksia woodland around Perth can 
support Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo at a rate of 3 birds per ha per year (M. Bamford, unpubl. 
data).  There is approximately. 3.5 ha of Banksia woodland at the Malaga site so this 
represents a low value for the birds, and this loss could be compensated for through 
rehabilitation and planting of suitable food plants within road reserves (Bamford & Bamford, 
2004). 

 
Given the low potential for rare birds to visit the site as described above, the abundance of 
surrounding native vegetation and habitat available in the surrounding local area (such as 
Lightning Swamp, Whiteman Park, Victoria Road Bushland, etc.) and the fact that the 
Southern River Complex vegetation currently has approximately 17% of the pre-1750 extent 
remaining on the Swan Coastal Plain Perth Metropolitan Region, development of the Malaga 
wetland is unlikely to have a significant influence on any of the rare species which could 
potentially visit the proposal site.  It is therefore unreasonable to suggest that the Malaga 
wetland is the “last bastion” of any plant or animal species  
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44. Wetlands like this are essential waterbird breeding sites. (WCG)    
 

It is acknowledged that the proposal site may provide some bird breeding habitat, however 
the flora and habitat types currently existing on the site are well represented in the 
surrounding bushland that has been identified as regionally significant.  There are a number 
of Bush Forever sites in proximity to the proposal site, being Lightning Swamp (Bush 
Forever Site No. 380), Reid Highway Bushland (Bush Forever Site No. 385), Dianella Open 
Space (Bush Forever Site No. 80), Gnangara Road Bushland (Bush Forever Site No. 196) 
and Koondoola Regional Bushland (Bush Forever Site No. 201).  These sites have been 
identified as being regionally significant.  These sites are for the most part larger, are 
formally recognised conservation areas and due to their size and condition provide significant 
waterbird breeding habitat.  Given the small size of the wetland (under 5 hectares), the 
abundance of habitat provided by nearby conservation areas and the absence of permanent 
water on the site, it is unlikely that the proposal site is an “essential” waterbird breeding site.     

 
45. The PER refers to there being only 3.6 hectares of habitat for native species, while earlier it is 
noted that there is 6.99 hectares of native vegetation and a further 4.69 hectares of degraded land.  
The whole site constitutes habitat for fauna, and the impact assessment appears to have underplayed 
this value. (CALM) 
 

It is acknowledged that Section 4.4.6.1 of the PER indicates that the proposal involves the 
loss of 3.6ha of potential habitat which ranges from “Excellent” to Completely Degraded”.  
Section 4.4.6.1 of the PER should more accurately refer to there being 6.99 hectares of native 
vegetation which provides habitat for native species.  The PER also describes the size 
(11.68ha) of the proposal in Table 2.1, as well as the area of vegetation to be impacted by the 
proposal (6.99ha) in Table 4.4.  Furthermore, Section 4.3.6 describes the direct impacts as 
clearing of all vegetation within the proposal area.   
 
It is acknowledged that the entire site could be considered to provide potential habitat for 
fauna.  It should be noted, however, that the 4.69ha of degraded land is almost completely 
devoid of native vegetation and the habitat value of these areas is therefore greatly reduced 
and could be considered to be negligible. 

 
46. Should the proposal be approved there may be a requirement for additional survey work, and 
the potential for Quenda trapping and translocation should be dealt with. (CALM) 
 

The proponent will undertake a detailed fauna survey prior to undertaking any ground-
disturbing works.  Should any species requiring specific management be located, a 
management plan will be developed in close consultation with the relevant agencies to ensure 
that the appropriate environmental management measures are adopted, including 
translocation of individuals of some species where required. 
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47. This wetland is a good example of its type and would provide habitat for local fauna as well as 
for a rich diversity of flora.  (WCS) 
 

As acknowledged in the PER, the removal of the vegetation on site as a part of this proposal 
will result in loss of potential fauna habitat on the site.  The habitats present are mainly 
categorised as Jarrah-Banksia woodland on grey sand and scattered paperbarks over shrubs 
and dense sedges on humic sand in a dampland.  The proposal area is on Bassendean dunes 
and the fauna habitats provided are typical of the landforms and associated vegetation, and 
these habitats are common and well known regionally (Hart, Simpson and Associates, 2002).  
Therefore, while the proposal will result in loss of the habitat locally, it is unlikely to result in 
a significant impact on the habitat already provided for within the wider conservation estate.  

 
To determine the conservation and reservation status of the vegetation types defined, the PER 
made a comparison with previous floristic community types identified on the Swan Coastal 
Plain (Gibson et al. 1994) and the vegetation communities defined for the proposal area, 
resulting in inferred Floristic Community Types (FCTs).  The reservation status of all 
inferred FCTs on the proposal site are “well reserved” and the conservation status is classed 
as “low risk” (Gibson et al. 1994).  Currently none of the FCTs inferred are triggers under the 
EPBC Act (1999) and are not recognised as Threatened Ecological Communities at the State 
level (English and Blyth 1997).   

 
This assessment is supported by the fact that the site has not been included within Bush 
Forever, the State Government’s principle means of identifying and protecting regionally 
significant remnants of bushland, and the site does not meet accepted regionally significant 
criteria which would warrant acquisition, vesting and management.  It does not follow that a 
site with environmental values automatically warrants protection. 

 

2.8 WETLANDS 

The issues, concerns or questions presented in this section relate to Section 4.5 of the PER. 
 
48. The area contains a conservation category wetland, which will be completely lost if the 
development proceeds. The Wetland has been assessed four times by WRC, EPA and CALM and the 
resulting high level assessment must be heeded. This development would contradict the intent of the 
management category assigned by the former Water and Rivers Commission for this wetland (PS1, 
PS2, PS3, PS4, PS5, WFSWA, UBCWA, CCWA, WCG, DOE and CALM)  
 

It is acknowledged that the wetland has previously been assessed to be a Conservation 
Category wetland, and that if the proposal proceeds, a direct impact will be the loss of this 
wetland.  While the proposal site currently contains what has been categorised as a 
Conservation Category wetland, given the influence of the previously identified degrading 
factors associated with its location it is unlikely to remain in this condition without 
substantial management commitments.   In addition, the conservation values of the site are 
likely to be further reduced by the construction of the Scheme Road through the site.  As 
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discussed in the response to Submission No. 4, the Scheme Roads have previously been 
assessed by the EPA and have been granted Development Approval from the City of Swan.  
Their construction is therefore not reliant upon the outcomes of the current assessment. 
 
The stated management objective of ‘Conservation Category’ is “To preserve wetland 
attributes and functions through reservation in national parks, crown reserves, state owned 
land and protection under environmental protection policies” (Hill et al., 1996).   
 
It is acknowledged that the development of the proposal site is inconsistent with the stated 
objective of the current classification.  However, it is argued that in the context of the 
proposal, the specific values of the wetland and the surrounding area the wetland in question 
does not meet the necessary requirements for this classification, and its viability as a 
functioning system will continue to decline.   
 
While the wetland has previously been classified as a Conservation Category wetland, there 
is no current government policy that clearly states: “There shall be no development of 
Conservation Category wetlands”.  Conservation Category wetlands have been and will 
continue to be approved by the EPA for development based on the merits of the proposal, the 
values of the wetland, the alternatives to development and other relevant environmental 
factors.  The purpose of EIA is to fully investigate and present these environmental factors so 
that the EPA can make an informed decision on a proposal. 
 
It is more beneficial to provide resources towards the maintenance and restoration of similar 
wetland areas, which afford greater opportunities for a sustainable environmental outcome.  
The proponent has therefore committed to the development, preparation and implementation 
of a Wetland Mitigation Strategy in consultation with the CALM, DOE and EPA.  The 
Wetland Mitigation Strategy has been prepared in accordance with Preliminary Position 
Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2004), and is contained in Appendix A.  The 
purpose of the Wetland Mitigation Strategy is to locate a wetland or wetlands with the same 
or similar values to the proposal area with a view to restoring the environmental value of 
these systems.   

 
49. The PER document is inconsistent when referring to the condition of the remnant of wetland 
area. (DOE) 
 

As detailed in the PER, the vegetation condition was mapped according to the vegetation 
condition commonly used in Bush Forever (Government of Western Australia 2000).  The 
vegetation condition ranged from “Excellent” to “Completely Degraded”. 
 
Essentially, the core areas of the wetland and a marginal wetland buffer area are in 
“Excellent” condition with the upland areas ranging from “Very Good” to “Completely 
Degraded”.  The remnant vegetation edges are “Degraded” to “Completely Degraded”.  Only 
the inner core area of the wetland is in “Very Good” to “Excellent” condition.   
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The PER describes not only the existing condition of the wetland and surrounding buffer, but 
also the current influences upon its condition.  When considered concurrently, these 
determine the significance of the site and its long-term viability for the purposes of 
conservation.  The entire site is currently subject to the influence of the degrading factors 
discussed in Section 3.1 of the PER.  An area of vegetation that is “Excellent” can therefore 
undergo a degrading process and be reduced in condition to “Very Good”.  This area, while 
still in “Very Good” condition can accurately be referred to as having been degraded.  It 
should therefore be understood when reading the PER that the document describes not only 
the currently observed condition, but also all other factors that contribute to its overall long-
term viability for the purposes of conservation. 

 
50. This wetland is of particular significance because it is the best of its type remaining in the 
Malaga area. (WCS) 
 

The Malaga wetland type has previously been identified as a sumpland.  There are a number 
of other wetlands in close proximity that have also been identified as sumpland.  This 
includes a Conservation Category wetland located in Lightning Swamp Conservation Area 
(Bush Forever Site No. 307), a 7.8 hectare Conservation Category wetland and 6.7 hectare 
Multiple Use wetland located in the adjacent Victoria Road Bushland (Bush Forever Site No. 
480), and a 1.3 hectare Conservation Category Wetland known as Orchid Park.  These 
additional wetlands are located in Malaga and Beechboro, and have been identified as being 
regionally significant in Bush Forever.  It can therefore be assumed that these wetlands are in 
at least as good condition as the Malaga wetland, and therefore the wetland on the proposal 
site is not necessarily ‘the best of its type remaining’.   
 
In addition to the above areas, there are other significant areas nearby which are reserved for 
the purposes of conservation, such as Whiteman Park.  It is considered that Whiteman Park, 
the above described Conservation Category wetlands and other nearby conservation reserves 
provide more than adequate representation of the flora and fauna habitat values represented 
on the proposal site. 

 
The proposal area was surveyed twice during the implementation of Bush Forever, however 
even with the survey confirming a CCW and the wetland occurring within the top 10% of the 
Bennett Brook suite based on natural values, it was not included as part of Bush Forever site 
No. 480.  The proposal area was originally described within the Bennett Brook suite however 
the consanguineous suite of the Victoria Road Bushland (of which the Malaga wetland was 
once a part) was revised and the Victoria Road Bushland is registered as Jandakot suite in 
Bush Forever (Government of Western Australia, 2000).  The classification of the Malaga 
wetland as a Jandakot suite wetland has been confirmed by discussions with the DOE (pers 
comm. Sharon Stratico, 2004). 
 
The area covered by the Jandakot suite is significant and follows the band of the Bassendean 
Dune system running parallel to the coastline varying from 5 to 25 kilometres inland.  An 
area of Jandakot suite mapped outside the Perth Metropolitan Region stretches from south of 
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Waroona to Australind (approximately 45 kilometres) and runs parallel to the coast in an 
approximately 5 kilometre wide band.  Other areas of Jandakot suite are likely to exist 
outside the Perth Metropolitan Area.  A long band of Jandakot wetlands also run north from 
Wanneroo to Wedge Island. 

 
Within the Perth Metropolitan Area, the Jandakot suite runs inland from the coast from 
inland of Rockingham to the Swan River in South Perth, then occurs again after the river 
from Mt Lawley to Malaga and begins again after Wanneroo extending out of the Perth 
Metropolitan Area to past Gingin.  The distribution of the Jandakot suite described above 
illustrates that the wetland type is not as rare as once thought (when it was considered to be a 
part of the Bennet Brook suite). 
 
As acknowledged in response to Submission No. 48, while the proposal site currently 
contains what has historically been categorised as a Conservation Category wetland, given 
the influence of the previously identified degrading factors associated with its location, it is 
unlikely to remain in this condition without substantial management commitments.  In 
addition, the conservation values of the site are likely to be further reduced by the 
construction of the Scheme Road through the site.  It is therefore concluded that there are no 
existing values of the site that would preclude it from the proposed development. 

 
51. Upland area bonded to wetlands have become rare in our region and this has not been noted. 
(WCG)   
 

It is assumed that the above submission refers to either: 
• The rarity of wetland buffers; or 
• The rarity of the vegetation complexes found specifically on the Malaga site.   

 
Wetland buffers are required to be retained through the Development Approvals process, and 
are there to protect the core functions of a wetland from nearby incompatible land uses.  The 
purpose of wetland buffers is generally not for representation of the vegetation within the 
buffer.  Historically, a default buffer width adopted has been 50m, as a minimum.  Therefore, 
most wetlands that have been developed in the past will generally have buffer areas 
surrounding them.  Buffers surrounding wetlands are therefore not considered to be a rarity. 
 
The PER quantifies the rarity of the site vegetation complexes, noting that “it is inferred that 
19.8% of the pre-1750 extent of the Southern River Vegetation Complex remains within the 
area covered by the EPA Guidance Statement No. 10”.  Bush Forever sets a goal of retaining 
10% of the pre-1750 extent of the vegetation complexes found on the Swan Coastal Plain in 
the Perth Metropolitan Region, in order to provide adequate representation of the biodiversity 
of the region.  The goal of 10% will be achieved through a combination of existing 
conservation reserves and Bush Forever sites.  The proposal site is not within either of these 
two categories and is therefore not required in order to retain a 10% representation of the 
Southern River Complex vegetation and the vegetation found on the site can therefore be 
considered to be well represented.   
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52. ‘Wetlands Atlas: Wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plains’ Volume 2b, (Hill et al, 1995), classes 
the wetland site as “Outstanding”. (WCG) 
 

The above comment has been acknowledged in the PER (Section 4.5.2), however the above 
assessment referred to the entire Victoria Road Sumpland ten years ago, prior to the 
significant fragmentation that has since occurred.  Additionally, since the assessment the site 
has been subject to ongoing and increasing degrading effects since that time, including an 
increase in edge effects from encroaching development, weed invasion, fire, rubbish 
dumping, etc., if the Malaga wetland were to undergo a similar assessment now it is unlikely 
that it would be found to retain the same values as the entire Victoria Road Sumpland did ten 
years ago.  Furthermore, as discussed in response to Submission No.4, it is anticipated that 
the degrading effects will continue to occur, further reducing the values of the site in the 
longer-term. 

 
53. The site and its buffer should be fully protected as it (the development) is contrary to The State 
Wetlands Conservation Policy for Western Australia 1997. (UBCWA, WCG and CCWA)  
 

The Wetlands Conservation Policy for Western Australia, released in 1997, committed the 
State Government to identifying and maintaining the State's wetlands for the long-term 
benefit of Western Australians.  The objectives of the Policy for Western Australia include 
the prevention of further loss and degradation of valuable wetlands and wetland types and 
promotion of the conservation, creation and restoration of wetlands.  The assessment of the 
value of the Malaga wetland documented in the PER concludes that the while the proposal 
site has previously been assessed as having attributes which represent a Conservation 
Category wetland, it is subject to significant degrading influences which have reduced the 
environmental values of the site (as discussed in response to Submission No. 4).  These 
degrading effects are likely to continue into the future further reducing the environmental 
values of the site.  Given these ongoing degrading factors, the proposal site is unlikely to 
remain a valuable environmental feature, unless it receives significant management and 
financial assistance.   
 
As discussed in response to Submission No. 50, the Malaga wetland type is well represented 
on the Swan Coastal Plain.  In order to facilitate the overall conservation, creation and 
restoration of wetlands, the proponent proposes to implement a Wetland Mitigation Strategy 
(contained in Appendix A), which will see a larger wetland of the same type, and containing 
the same consanguineous suite vegetation as the Malaga wetland being restored and 
protected, thereby promoting the conservation and retention of wetlands in Western 
Australia.   
 
Given the above discussion, the development of the proposal site is considered to be 
consistent with the intent of the Wetlands Conservation Policy for Western Australia.   
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54. The State Government has national and international obligations for the protection of wetlands. 
(PS6, CCWA and WCG)  

 
The State Government’s obligations relating to matters of national and international 
environmental significance, which includes wetlands, are covered by the Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.  The Act established a legislative 
framework that allows the Commonwealth to manage biodiversity conservation through 
species and site listing.  The internationally protected sites referred to in the Act are listed as 
Ramsar wetlands.  The Malaga wetland is not listed as a Ramsar wetland (Ramsar, 1971). 
 
Nationally important wetlands are listed in A Directory of Important Wetlands in Australia, 
(Australian Nature Conservation Agency, 1996).  The Malaga wetland is not listed as a 
nationally important wetland. 
 
Given that the Malaga wetland site is not listed by the Commonwealth as being either of 
national or international significance, the State Government’s obligations with respect to 
matters of national or international significance are not relevant to the current proposal.  
Therefore, the most appropriate mechanism to consider the proposal is through the current 
Environmental Impact Assessment process set up under the State’s Environmental Protection 
Act 1986. 

 
55. The wetland is on the Draft Wetlands (Swan Coastal Plains) EPP register for protection.  It is 
scheduled to be set aside for protection under the Wetlands (SCP) Environmental Protection Policy. 
(WCG and DOE)  
 

It is acknowledged that the Malaga wetland is included in the Revised Draft Environmental 
Protection (Swan Coastal Wetlands) Policy 2004.  The EPA released the Revised Draft 
Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Wetlands) Policy for public comment in July 2004.  
According to the DOE (DOE, 2005), the Policy is ‘In Development’, and it is therefore not 
finalised at this point in time.   
 
The current Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Lakes) Policy 1992 does not state 
"There will be no development of Conservation Category wetlands". Rather, it states: "A 
person shall not cause or permit any material to be placed in such a position that the whole or 
any part of a lake is filled in unless the person is authorized under the Act to do so…"  
 
The current proposal was referred to the EPA, is being assessed under Section 38 of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986, and is therefore meeting the procedural requirements of 
the Swan Coastal Plain Lakes EPP as described above.  Should the proposal be approved, it is 
likely to be done so under Section 45 of the Act, thereby providing the "authorization under 
the Act" referred to above and ensuring that the implementation of the proposal is undertaken 
in accordance with the requirements of the Environmental Protection Act 1986. 
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56. 4.5.3 Wetland Survey Methodology.  Formal submission following standard DOE protocol has 
not been provided regarding proposed new boundary of the remnant wetland area.  At this stage the 
proposed boundary has not been endorsed by DOE. (DOE)  
 

As noted in the PER, using a differential GPS, Cardno BSD (then BSD Consultants) 
accurately mapped the wetland on 13 March 2001.  The boundary of the wetland was defined 
as being the extent of wetland dependant vegetation, and in this case this was clear from the 
extent of Astartea fascularis and Pericalymma ellipticum.  The GPS recoded boundary was 
provided to the DOE in July 2004 for review and endorsement and as a record of the new 
wetland boundary, however no feedback regarding the revised boundaries was received from 
the DOE.   
 
As the proposal, inclusive of adjusted boundaries, is the subject of a formal Environmental 
Impact Assessment, it is suggested that the adjusted boundaries of the wetland will undergo 
significantly more scrutiny through this current process and should provide ample 
information for the boundaries of the wetland to be accurately updated.  The DOE also has 
significant opportunity to provide comment within this process. 

 
57. 4.5.4 Wetland Management Categories. Discussion of wetland management categories should 
be based on the level of attributes and functions of a wetland and not the land uses of the area. (DOE)   
 

The level of attributes and functions of the wetland management categories is present in 
Table 4.7 of the PER.  The discussion provided in Section 4.5.4 of the PER is based on 
categories detailed in Hill et al. (1996), which provides a range of characteristics of 
individual wetlands.  The discussion regarding land uses of the categories presented was 
undertaken in an attempt to facilitate comparison between the management categories 
presented. 

 
58. 4.5.5 Wetland Significance.  It should be noted that sumplands are identified as seasonally 
inundated basins. (DOE)   
 

The PER notes (in Section 4.5.5) that the wetlands of the area generally consist of low-lying 
sumplands in which the groundwater is located very close to the surface and usually 
expressed in depressions. 

 
59. 4.5.5.1 Consanguineous Suite Values.  Consanguineous Suites for the Swan Coastal Plain have 
been extensively mapped, therefore any areas of Jandakot suite outside the Perth metropolitan area 
should already be identified. (DOE)    

 
The proposal area was originally described within the Bennett Brook suite however the 
consanguineous suite of the Victoria Road Bushland (of which the Malaga wetland was once 
a part) was revised and the Victoria Road Bushland is registered as Jandakot suite in Bush 
Forever (Government of Western Australia, 2000).  The classification of the Malaga wetland 
as a Jandakot suite wetland has been confirmed by discussions with the DOE (pers comm. 
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Sharon Stratico, 2004).  Discussion regarding the extent of the Jandakot suite outside the 
Perth Metropolitan area was provided based on mapping included with The Environmental 
Significance of Wetlands in the Perth to Bunbury Region (Western Australian Water 
Resources Council, 1987). 

 
60. 4.5.5.3 It should be noted that the three remaining areas of Conservation Category Wetland 
within the Victoria Road sumpland are considered as remnants of the one wetland system rather than 
three separate wetlands. (DOE) 
 

Section 4.5.5 (page 32) of the PER recognises that “The wetland in the proposal area is part 
of what was a larger wetland…”, as does Section 4.5.5.3 (page 34) of the PER, which states 
“The Malaga area was once a significant wetland system but the vast majority of the wetland 
has been cleared for development, with the three wetlands of Victoria Road being the only 
vegetated areas remaining.” 

 
61. Wetland mapping, as displayed on the geomorphic Wetlands Swan Coastal Plain dataset should 
be included in all relevant figures of PER documents (e.g. vegetation community and condition 
mapping). (DOE)     
 

The only Figure in the PER in which the Geomorphic Wetlands Swan Coastal Plains dataset 
would be relevant is Figure 5.  Figure 5 indicates the previously WRC mapped Conservation 
Category wetland boundary, and compares it to the more recently mapped wetland borders, 
based on field survey of the site (BSD Consultants, 2001).  As this Figure specifically refers 
to Conservation Category wetland boundaries on the site it is not considered that mapping 
wetlands beyond the borders assist in clarifying Figure 5.  The remaining figures deal 
specifically with the area within the proposal site, or demonstrate proximity of current land 
uses.  The Geomorphic Wetlands Swan Coastal Plains dataset has been used as a basis for 
many of the Figures presented in the proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy, and this is 
contained in Appendix B. 

 
62. The proposal would only be viable if it were environmentally acceptable and the proponent 
must consider the conservation status and environmental impacts. (UBCWA)  
 

The PER was developed following close consultation with the EPA to provide adequate 
consideration and acknowledgement to the existing attributes of the proposal area and the 
significance of the site, through presentation of currently experienced degrading factors, flora 
and fauna survey results (Sections 4.3 and 4.4), discussion of the Wetland Management 
Categories, Consanguineous Suite values, Regional Conservation Values and Local 
Conservation Values (Section 4.5).  The environmental impacts of the proposal upon each of 
these facets are discussed within each section, and are clearly stated within the sections titled 
“Direct Impacts” and “Indirect Impacts”.   

 
On consideration of the information detailed through the PER process, the document 
concludes that given: 
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a) The existing values of the site; 
b) The current fragmented state of the proposal site; 
c) The continuing influence of a number of degrading factors: 
d)  The likelihood of continuation of the observed rate of decline in condition of the site;  
e) The resulting low potential of the site to contribute to conservation of biodiversity;  
f) The construction of the Scheme Roads through the site (which have already been 

assessed and gained all necessary approvals); and 
g) The positive net environmental outcome provided by implementation of the proposed 

Wetland Mitigation Strategy. 
the proposal is considered to be not only environmentally acceptable, but will provide a net 
environmental gain. 

 
63. The Conservation Category Wetland should be saved and protected since little remains of the 
once common wetlands within the Perth metro area. (NMCG and DOE)  

 
It is acknowledged that the site has previously been assessed to contain attributes consistent 
with a Conservation Category wetland.  The last assessment was carried out in 2000.  Since 
this time the site has undergone further fragmentation from surrounding remnant bushland 
areas as a result of encroaching development.  In addition, the site has been subjected to 
continual degrading influences, such as increased fire, rubbish dumping, weed invasion, feral 
animals, etc, despite ongoing management and clean-up of the site undertaken by the 
proponent.  The areas surrounding the site are currently proposed for development (e.g. 
Hepburn Avenue extension immediately to the east), and approval has been given for the 
construction of previously assessed Scheme Roads.  Given the currently observed rate of 
decline in condition of the wetland, the continuing degrading influences (discussed in 
Section 3.1 of the PER), proposed nearby future developments and construction of the 
Scheme Road through the wetland, the area is unlikely to retain characteristics consistent 
with a Conservation Category wetland in the future. 

 
The proponent therefore proposes to implement a Wetland Mitigation Strategy, which would 
see an offset wetland site rehabilitated and protected in the long-term, specifically for the 
purposes of conservation.  The implementation of the proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy 
(contained in Appendix A) will provide a net environmental gain. 

 
64. Industrial development is inconsistent and incompatible with protection of the outstanding 
conservation values of the wetlands and of the essential services they provide.  This shows a total 
disregard for the existing values of wetlands in the wider context of our region with its global 
significance. (WCG)   

 
The proposal is situated on land zoned ‘Industrial’ in the Metropolitan Regional Scheme 
(MRS) and the City of Swan’s TPS No. 9 and Guided TPS No. 14.  The MRS is the principle 
town planning scheme for land use in the Perth Metropolitan Region (Western Australian 
Planning Commission, 1996).  The MRS defines the future use of land, dividing it into broad 
zones and reservations.  It requires local government town planning schemes to provide 
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detailed plans for their part of the region.  These schemes must be consistent with the MRS.   
The MRS has been in operation since 1963 and provides the legal basis for planning in the 
Perth Metropolitan Region.  The TPS zoning of the area confirms that an industrial land use 
is intended from a strategic and statutory planning perspective.  The proponent is the owner 
of the land in full and purchased it in good faith with the intention of developing industrial 
lots in accordance with the pre-determined land uses detailed by the Government of Western 
Australia in the MRS. 

 
The proposal is also the last stage of the Freeway Industrial Park development, detailed 
within TPS No. 14, which completes the eastern portion of the estate.  The extent of 
development in the area is shown in Figure 4 of the PER.   
 
The PER presents the conservation values of the proposal site, and based on these values, it is 
considered that the industrial land use that will result from the proposal is not only acceptable 
from an environmental point of view, but is consistent and compatible with other surrounding 
land uses and long term planning of the area. 

 
65. The area contains conservation values worth protecting. (CALM) 
 

It is acknowledged that nearby areas contain conservation values worth protecting.  This has 
been reflected in the Bush Forever, with areas in close proximity such as Lightning Swamp 
Conservation Area (Bush Forever Site No. 307), and the Victoria Road Sumpland (Bush 
Forever Site No. 480) set aside to protect the conservation values of the area.  The proposal 
wetland has not identified as being regionally significant by Bush Forever. 
 
The PER was developed following feedback from the EPA on a Scoping Document, designed 
to ensure that the PER provides a comprehensive overview of the attributes and values of the 
site.  On consideration of the existing condition of the site, currently observed and future 
degrading influences on the condition of the site, existing and future fragmentation of the site 
and the existing conservation significance of the site, the PER concludes that the proposed 
land use is not inconsistent with the immediately surrounding industrial area.     
 
The existing although degrading values of the wetland are acknowledged, and it is proposed 
to mitigate the impact to the environment from the loss of the wetland through 
implementation of the Wetland Mitigation Strategy contained in Appendix A.  

 
66. The direct impact resulting from the subdivision would contradict the intent of the management 
category assigned by the former Water and Rivers Commission for this wetland. (CALM) 

 
The stated management objective of ‘Conservation Category’ is “To preserve wetland 
attributes and functions through reservation in national parks, crown reserves, state owned 
land and protection under environmental protection policies” (Hill et al., 1996).   
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The wetland on the proposal site is held in private tenure, and does not fall into any of the 
categories stated in the above management objective. 
 
While the proposal site has previously been assessed as representing attributes of a 
Conservation Category wetland, the site has been subjected to ongoing degrading processes 
(discussed in Section 3.1 of the PER) since this time.  Given the ongoing influence of the 
previously identified degrading influences it is unlikely to remain in this condition into the 
future.  It is therefore suggested that the current attributes of the system do not meet the 
Conservation Category status.   
 
In addition, the conservation values of the site are likely to be further reduced by the 
construction of the Scheme Road through the site.  As discussed in response to Submission 
No. 4, the Scheme Roads have previously been assessed by the EPA and have been granted 
Development Approval from the City of Swan, and their construction is therefore not reliant 
upon the outcomes of the current assessment. 

 
The proponent has also committed to the development, preparation and implementation of a 
Wetland Mitigation Strategy in consultation with the CALM, DOE and EPA.  The Wetland 
Mitigation Strategy has been prepared in accordance with Preliminary Position Statement 
No. 9: Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2004), and is contained in Appendix A.  The purpose of 
the Wetland Mitigation Strategy is to locate a wetland with the same or similar values to the 
proposal area and provide a net environmental gain to the conservation estate.   

 
67. The wetland forms part of the Bennet Brook wetland suite and is ranked in the top 10% of the 
remaining 154 wetlands of this suite. (CALM) 
 

The term “consanguineous suite’ was defined by Sememuik in a paper published in the 
Journal of the Royal Society of Western Australia in 1988 is used to described the 
relationship between wetlands in terms of proximity, size/shape, wetland type (e.g. dampland 
or lake) salinity, hydrology and geological origin (Semenuik, 1988).  The consanguineous 
suite theory was further developed in Hill et al. (1996).  The proposal area was originally 
described within the Bennett Brook suite however consanguineous suite boundaries were 
revised and the wetland is now recorded as being within the Jandakot suite of wetlands.  
According to the Swan Coastal Plains Geomorphic Wetlands dataset (WRC, 2004), the 
Jandakot suite is represented by approximately three and a half times as many wetlands as the 
Bennet Brook suite.  It is not known if the Malaga wetland is in a similar percentile of the 
Jandakot suite as it was thought to be in the Bennet Brook suite.  However, given the greater 
overall extent of representation of the Jandakot suite (as discussed in response to Submission 
No. 50), the degrading influences experienced at the site (discussed in response to Submission 
No.4) coupled with the fact that the ranking referred to was based on assessments of 
condition conducted over 9 years ago, it is unlikely that the Malaga wetland is ranked as 
highly as previously, or when it was believed that the wetland formed part of the Bennet 
Brook suite. 
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68. 4.5.7.2 Indirect Impacts. The width of the buffer should be determined based on the values of 
the wetland to be protected and the threats posed by the adjacent land use.  Very little information has 
been provided in regard to the values of the surrounding wetlands which may potentially be impacted 
by the proposal. (DOE)     
 

The default distance adopted through various policy documents for management of indirect 
impacts on wetlands is 50 metres from the edge of wetland dependant vegetation.  Position 
Statement on Wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plain (WRC, 2001) provides a range of buffer 
distances to protect wetlands from various actions and activities.  From this, 50 metres was 
considered sufficient to contain the movement of weeds, while up to 200 metres is considered 
sufficient to address the influence of general industrial activities.  However, the proposed use 
of the land is light industrial/commercial, and these uses are generally not know to require 
significant buffer areas.  The nearest edge of the CCW to the east of the proposal area is 
approximately 100 metres from the proposal area, however as stated in the PER (Section 
4.5.7.1) this wetland is hydrologically upstream of the proposal area.  The CCW to the south 
is more than 200 metres away from the closest edge of the proposal area.  Both wetland 
systems are unlikely to be impacted on through development of the proposal site. 

 
The purpose of the PER was to thoroughly discuss the values of the proposal site, not the 
surrounding area.  Notwithstanding the local conservation values of the surrounding area 
have been acknowledged and described in Section 4.5.5.3 of the PER.  Nearby wetlands 
include Lightning Swamp (Bush Forever Site No. 380) and the Victoria Road Bushland 
(Bush Forever Site No. 480). Based on the distance of these wetlands from the proposal area, 
and given that they are hydrologically upstream of the proposal site, it is assumed that there 
is sufficient separation distance to contain any direct or indirect impacts arising from the 
construction activities and also any future light industrial or commercial uses.   

 
69. Retaining the wetland is consistent with national objectives to preserve biodiversity. (PS6)  
 

The PER was developed following close consultation with the EPA as to the content and 
level of detail required for each aspect investigated (e.g. flora, fauna, etc.).  The PER aimed 
to document what the site actually contains, and to indicate the conservation significance of 
the site in the context of the surrounding area, current planning policy and existing (and 
documented) influences on the condition of the site.  The PER concluded that while the site 
contains some flora, fauna and wetland values which can be considered to be locally 
significant, these values are not considered to be regionally significant.  Additionally, the 
fauna and flora species that were identified as being present on the site are not know to have 
abundance or distribution limitations that would be impacted by the proposal.  Furthermore, 
the PER recognised that the values of the site are being continually eroded through industrial 
and urban encroachment. 

 
The anticipated direct and indirect impacts of the proposal were also documented.  Given the 
low level of significance of the fauna, flora and wetland on the site, and the lack of 
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anticipated impacts upon abundance/distribution of the species present on the site, it is 
suggested that the proposal will have a negligible impact on biodiversity.  

 
70. Clearing of the site for industrial development will cause loss of biodiversity. (WFSWA) 

 
As indicated in the response to Submission No. 69, given the level of significance of the 
fauna, flora and wetland on the site, and the lack of anticipated impacts upon 
abundance/distribution of the species represented on the site (all of which were thoroughly 
investigated and documented in the PER), it is concluded that the proposal will have a 
minimal if not negligible impact on biodiversity.  

 
71. The wetland’s significance has been enhanced because of what has now become its rarity. 
(WCG)    
 

As indicated in response to Submission No. 67, the Malaga wetland was initially thought be a 
part of the Bennet Brook suite of wetlands, however this has since been revised, and the 
wetland is now classified as Jandakot suite.  Jandakot suite wetlands are approximately three 
and a half times as common as Bennet Brook suite wetlands.  Additionally the wetland has 
been subject to historic and ongoing degrading influences (discussed in response to 
Submission No. 4).  Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the wetland is in the same condition 
that it once was, and consequently is not as rare as at first thought. 
 
The significance of the wetland is thoroughly investigated in the PER, and the conclusion 
that the does not represent values that can be considered to be regionally significant.  This 
conclusion is supported by the level of significance of the vegetation onsite.  The vegetation 
on the site has been repeatedly assessed by the Waters and Rivers Commission (for attributes 
and condition), and despite these repeated assessments it has not been identified as being 
regionally significant in Bush Forever.  Bush Forever (Government of Western Australia, 
2000) provides a basis for biodiversity conservation by clearly identifying regionally 
significant bushland on the Swan Coastal Plain within Perth Metropolitan Region.   

 
72. The loss of this wetland would impact significantly on the species of the region.  This has not 
been included as it should in the PER. (WCG)   
 

The PER provides a comprehensive assessment of the existing flora and fauna values of the 
site.  While the direct impacts of the proposal may affect individuals located on the site, these 
species are more than adequately represented elsewhere (as described in response to 
Submission No. 30 (flora) and Submission No. 37 (fauna)), and therefore the implementation 
of the proposal is unlikely to significantly impact on these species. 
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73. Cumulative impacts have not been addressed.  The PER fails to acknowledge what the loss of 
the wetland would mean in terms of further erosion of the ecological foundations of our region.  The 
carrying capacity of these has been exceeded. (WCG)    
 

As indicated above, Bush Forever (Government of Western Australia, 2000) provides a basis 
for biodiversity conservation by clearly identifying regionally significant bushland on the 
Swan Coastal Plain within Perth Metropolitan Region, and set a target of retaining 10% of 
each vegetation complex to provide comprehensive representation of all of the ecological 
communities originally occurring in the region.  Bush Forever indicates that approximately 
17% of the original extent of the Southern River Vegetation Complex remains.  The proposal 
will result in the approximate loss of an additional 0.022% of the original extent of the 
Southern River Vegetation Complex.   

 
It is acknowledged in the PER that the proposal will result in the loss of 6.99 hectares of 
wetland.  However, the loss of the wetland within the proposal site, in itself, will not impact 
upon retention of comprehensive representation of all of the ecological communities 
originally occurring in the region.  Additionally, and as described in response to Submission 
No. 72, while the direct impacts of the proposal will affect individuals located on the site 
these species are more than adequately represented elsewhere, and therefore the 
implementation of the proposal is unlikely to significantly impact on these species. 

 
74. The vital services provided by the wetland ecosystem have been ignored in the PER and these 
translate to substantial financial and health benefits for the community. (WCG)   
 

The PER has not attempted to dismiss the values of the wetland.  The values of the wetland 
have been assessed against published literature and ecological studies in order to allow a 
comparison with established standards and other similar sites.  These documents have 
included: 

 Wetland Vegetation Assessment Project from Moore River to Mandurah (1993) 
 Hill et al. (1996).  Wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plain. 
 V&C Semenuik Research Group (1997).  Wetland Verification Project. 
 Alan Tingay & Associates (1999).  Assessment of CCWs. 
 WRC (2000).  Wetland Verification Project. 

 
Retention of the wetland will not result in financial benefits or substantial social benefits.  If 
the wetland is retained it will require intensive and ongoing management in order to prevent a 
long-term decline in the values of the site.  Any long-term management of a site retained for 
conservation purposes would have to be paid for by the vesting authority, which in this case 
would most likely be the City of Swan.  The cost would ultimately be recouped from 
residents within the City via increases in rates.   
 
In terms of social benefits, as the area is within an established industrial estate and 
fragmented from nearby conservation areas by existing and proposed roads it will not be 
readily accessible to the public.  Additionally, the intensive ongoing management that would 
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be required to prevent a long-term decline in condition would public restrict access to the 
site, further reducing the social values of the site. 
 
Alternatively, if proposal is implemented and the site is developed, substantial economic, 
social and environmental benefits will be available, as discussed in response to Submission 
No. 6.  The proposal will provide economic benefits to the City through land rates, to local 
businesses by providing premises and subsequent business opportunities, to local 
contractors/businesses engaged to undertake works and building on the site and to the 
landowner through sale of the subdivided land.  Social benefits will also be provided through 
increased local employment opportunities from businesses that take up premise in the area.  
Given that the site is not considered to be regionally significant, as described in the PER, that 
implementation of a Wetland Mitigation Strategy (contained in Appendix A) and 
development of the site will produce the most environmentally sustainable and beneficial 
outcome. 

 
75. This project will have unacceptable impact on the environment of not only Malaga but the 
entire Swan Coastal Plain in terms of wetland loss. (PS7) 
 

As described in response to Submission No. 72, while the direct impacts of the proposal will 
affect individuals located on the site, these flora/fauna species are more than adequately 
represented elsewhere and therefore the implementation of the proposal is unlikely to 
significantly impact on these species. 
 
Given that the Jandakot suite wetlands are well represented on the Swan Coastal Plain (as 
described in response to Submission No. 50), the existing and degrading condition of the 
wetland (as described above and in response to Submission No. 66) and that the proposal will 
not have a significant impact upon the flora and fauna of the site (as described above), it is 
unlikely that the implementation of the proposal will not have a significant impact upon the 
environment of the Malaga area or the Swan Coastal Plain.  
 

2.8.1 Drainage Management 

The issues, concerns or questions presented in this section relate to Section 4.5.6 of the PER. 
 
76. Drainage systems resulting from the loss of the wetland will adversely affect the hydrology of 
the area. (PS6)  
 

It is acknowledged that potential indirect impacts could include changes to the hydrological 
function of the area.  However as indicated on page 36 of the PER, the proposal is not 
expected to impart any significant alterations to the local groundwater regime that would 
extend significantly beyond the boundary of the proposal area. 
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77. Development of industrial lots on Malaga Wetland will contribute to increased water use and 
place more pressure on the Gnangara mound. (UBCWA)  
 

It should be noted that the subdivision proposal currently being assessed is for the creation of 
industrial lots, but not their individual development or use.  It is not anticipated that there will 
be any groundwater abstraction from within the lots created by the proposed development.  
Businesses located within the industrial estate will therefore be reliant on scheme water 
supplies from the Water Corporation.  The responsibility to manage the many sources of 
scheme water (such as the Gnangara Mound) rests solely with the supplier of the scheme 
water, the Water Corporation, and is therefore beyond the control of the proponent. 

 
78. The PER fails to identify the boundaries of the Gnangara Mound. (UBCWA) 
 

The Gnangara Mound effectively underlies the entire northeastern portion of the Perth 
Metropolitan Area.  The proposal site is approximately 2km from the nearest Underground 
Water Pollution Control Area (UWPCA) for the Gnangara Mound.  As none of the 
boundaries of the Gnangara Mound UWPCA are in proximity to the proposal area, and the 
proposal site is at a much smaller scale than the entire Gnangara Mound (7 hectares vs. 2,140 
km2), the boundaries are not considered to be a relevant consideration and have therefore not 
been identified within the PER. 

 
79. Indirect impacts – disruptions to groundwater flow and quality – are unacceptable.  Clearing 
will affect groundwater levels, especially in times of high rainfall and this has not been adequately 
addressed. (WCG)    
 

As indicated on page 36 of the PER, the implementation of the proposal would involve 
import of fill to the majority of the site.  As the site is located hydrologically downstream of 
the nearby Bush Forever sites, the proposal is not expected to impart any significant 
alterations to the local groundwater regime (either in terms of quality or quantity) that would 
extend significantly beyond the boundary of the proposal area. 
 
Furthermore, the light industrial/commercial uses that are proposed for the site would not be 
expected to cause significant disturbance to inflow/outflow of groundwater in the vicinity of 
the proposal site.  Potential impacts, which may arise from the ultimate use of the lots created 
through the proposed subdivision, will be regulated through a process that is separate to the 
current environmental impact assessment. 

 
80. The proposed subdivision plan appears to indicate a piped stormwater drainage network and 
detention basin, which is contrary to DOE policy as outlined in the Stormwater Management Manual 
for Western Australia (DOE, 2004). (DOE)    
 

A piped stormwater drainage system is proposed for the subdivision, however this network is 
the final part of the Scheme drainage network.  The Scheme drainage network was designed 
to fulfil the City of Swan’s flood mitigation requirements, and as previously mentioned, the 
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Scheme has already been assessed.  Roads within the subdivision will be kerbed and drained 
in accordance with the relevant industrial standard.   
 
It is anticipated that drainage from individual lots will utilise infiltrate-at-source methods 
where possible, and that this will occur to comply with City of Swan requirements and will 
be controlled by individual development applications and building licences.  A Drainage and 
Nutrient Management Plan for the site that provides details of how the proposed drainage 
system will comply with the principles outlined in the Stormwater Management Manual for 
Western Australia (DOE, 2004) will be submitted to DOE for approval prior to 
implementation. 

 
81. The Drainage Management section (pg 35) should refer to drainage design directing storm 
events in excess of 1 year ARI to the drainage basin, with anything below this infiltrated at source.  
Pipes to the basin should be designed for a 10 year ARI event. (DOE)    
 

As indicated on page 35 of the PER, specific developments on each lot will infiltrate 
stormwater onsite through soakwells or detention structures.  It is anticipated that due to the 
sandy soils in the area, this will be possible for storm events below a 5 year ARI.  The pipe 
network that connects to the basin has been design to accommodate a 1 in 10 yea ARI event. 
Notwithstanding this, a Drainage and Nutrient Management Plan that demonstrates 
compliance with the principles outlined in the Stormwater Management Manual for Western 
Australia (DOE, 2004) will be submitted to DOE for approval prior to implementation. 

 
82. More detail is required to confirm whether road drainage complies with the Stormwater 
Management Manual for Western Australia (DOE, 2004). (DOE)    
 

It is anticipated that the requirement to prepare a Drainage and Nutrient Management Plan 
will be imposed as a condition of subdivision.  This plan will be prepared in a manner which 
complies with the principles outlined in the Stormwater Management Manual for Western 
Australia (DOE, 2004), and will be submitted to DOE for approval prior to implementation. 

 
83. DOE requires contours/heights of the proposed subdivision before any engineering assessment 
of the drainage system can be made.  In addition detail is required as to the capacity of the proposed 
detention basin and what path drainage water will take if this basin overflows. (DOE)    
 

The requested details will be included with the Drainage and Nutrient Management Plan that 
will be prepared to satisfy a condition of subdivision.  This plan will comply with the 
principles outlined in the Stormwater Management Manual for Western Australia (DOE, 
2004) and will be submitted to the DOE for approval prior to implementation. 
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84. Any activity which causes irreversible changes to the hydrology and contamination of priceless 
groundwater resources is totally unacceptable.  Generally clearing on the Swan Coastal Plain has 
caused higher groundwater tables and flooding, especially in times of heavy rainfall.  This has not 
been adequately addressed. (WCG) 
 

The implementation of the proposal will result in the creation of industrial lots, but not their 
individual development or use.  Activities that will occur as a part of the subdivision proposal 
will therefore be limited to cut and fill earthworks, and installation of underground 
infrastructure (water, sewer and power).  Measures will be taken during the construction 
phase to ensure that no contamination of groundwater occurs (such as no refuelling onsite, no 
vehicle maintenance onsite, etc.).  As the proposal site is not located within an UWPCA, it is 
not anticipated that the proposed development or subsequent commercial/light industrial use 
of the site poses a significant risk to regional groundwater resources.   

 
The final use of the lots to be created through the proposal will be consistent with those in the 
surrounding area and the TPS zoning of the site.  As indicated in response to Submission No. 
80, the drainage network has been designed to provide flood protection in accordance with 
the City of Swan’s requirements, and where possible, infiltration at source will be utilised for 
runoff created by individual lots, thereby allowing groundwater recharge. 

 
85. If the subdivision gains planning approval a condition of approval should be to produce a 
Drainage and Nutrient Management Plan incorporating the principles outlined in the Stormwater 
Management Manual for Western Australia (DOE, 2004) to the satisfaction of the DOE. (DOE) 
 

The DOE’s request for submission of a Drainage and Nutrient Management Plan to the 
satisfaction of the DOE should subdivision approval be gained is acknowledged.  It is 
anticipated that this requirement would be applied as a condition of planning approval. 

 

2.9 WETLAND MITIGATION COMMITMENT 

The issues, concerns or questions presented in this section relate to Section 4.6 of the PER. 
 
86. Mitigation strategy (seeking a wetland of equal or better conservation value) should be done as 
soon as possible. (PS6, CCWA and DOE)  
 

The proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy is contained in Appendix A.  The Strategy will be 
reviewed by the EPA to determine whether it is a suitable offset for the proposed 
development. 

 
87. No offset has been provided in the PER. (WCG) 
 

A proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy has been developed, and this is contained in 
Appendix A.  The Strategy will be reviewed by the EPA to determine whether it is a suitable 
offset for the proposed development. 
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88. The proponent has not demonstrated the ability to provide either “net environmental gain” or 
“no net environmental loss”.  (PS7, CCWA and WCG) 
 

A proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy has been developed that will provide a net 
environmental gain, and this is contained in Appendix A.  The Wetland Mitigation Strategy 
has been developed to be consistent with Preliminary Position Statement No. 9: 
Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2004). 

 
89. The commitment to produce an offset strategy within 3 years is unacceptable as it will be very 
easy to make a cash payment to CALM instead. (WCS, WCG and CCWA)  
 

A proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy has been developed, and this is contained in 
Appendix A.   The Wetland Mitigation Strategy has been developed to be consistent with 
Preliminary Position Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2004). 

 
90. The offset plan should be submitted prior to EPA finalising their decision on the proposal. 
(WCS, UBCWA and DOE)  

 
A proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy has been developed, and this is contained in 
Appendix A.   The Wetland Mitigation Strategy has been developed to be consistent with 
Preliminary Position Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2004).  The strategy will 
be reviewed by the EPA to determine whether it is a suitable offset for the proposed 
development. 

 
91. Clearing of the Malaga Wetland will result in a direct loss of biodiversity that cannot be 
mitigated or replaced.  There is not scientific or ecological basis for the concepts of ‘mitigation’ or 
‘conservation offsets’. (UBCWA and WCG) 
 

As described in response to Submission No. 69, that given the level of significance of the 
fauna, flora and wetland on the site, and the lack of anticipated impacts upon 
abundance/distribution of the species present on the site, it is unlikly that the proposal will 
impact on biodiversity.  
 
The concept of offsets, mitigation and net gain are accepted components of State Government 
policy.  These concepts are generally accepted and employed by the governments of other 
states and municipalities throughout the world. 
 
The use of offsets should be viewed in a broader environmental management context, that is 
for counterbalancing waste emissions and impacts to conservation reserves, native 
vegetation, wetlands, habitat and biodiversity (EPA, 2004).  The State Sustainability Strategy 
identifies environmental offsets as a management tool that has the potential to achieve 
sustainable outcomes (Government of Western Australia, 2003).  Environmental offsets aim 
to ensure that any adverse impacts (from a proposal) are counterbalanced by an 
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environmental gain somewhere else, so there is no environmental difference as a result (EPA, 
2004).  It is in the context of providing alternative beneficial environmental outcomes in 
situations where social and economic growth is sought at some detriment to the environment 
that environmental offsets should be considered.  

 
92. Payment of monetary compensation would not achieve the aim of ‘no net loss’. (UBCWA)  
 

It has never been the intention of the proponent to make ‘a cash’ payment to CALM in 
preference to development of a suitable wetland mitigation strategy.  Rather, it was suggested 
that the cost of assisting conservation aims in another area under CALM’s management that 
does exhibit regional significance would be borne by the proponent instead of the State 
Government, in order to assist in achieving an appropriate environmental gain.   

 
Notwithstanding this, a proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy is contained in Appendix A.   
The Wetland Mitigation Strategy has been developed to be consistent with Preliminary 
Position Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2004).   

 
93. Was an offset opportunity missed? According to Appendix E of the PER it appears there may 
have been an opportunity that was not taken up. (WCG)  
 

The wetland referred to in Appendix E of the PER is Lot 321 Truganina Road.  As 
acknowledged in Appendix E of the PER, the area is listed as a Resource Enhancement 
wetland, which has experienced neglect and degradation.  The pressures placed on this area 
are similar to those currently threatening the wetland located on the subdivision proposal site.  
The site is also significantly smaller than the subdivision proposal site, and is of a different 
wetland type and consanguineous suite.  Lot 321 Truganina Road has therefore not been 
considered to be a suitable wetland for development as a part of the proposed Wetland 
Mitigation Strategy detailed in Appendix A. 

 
94. The PER is inconsistent when referring to the timing of the preparation of the Wetland 
Mitigation Strategy and this requires clarification. (DOE)    
 

The PER provided a commitment to research and present a suitable offset package within 
three years of project commencement.  A suitable mitigation site and developed an offset 
package has since been developed that will produce a net environmental gain.  The details of 
the proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy are contained in Appendix A.  The Wetland 
Mitigation Strategy has been developed to be consistent with Preliminary Position Statement 
No. 9: Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2004).   

 
95. It is understood that no suitable offset wetlands are currently identified within the general 
Malaga area, illustrating the importance of the Beringarra Ave Wetland remnant area.  (DOE)   
 

While there have been no suitable offsets identified within the Malaga area, this does not 
necessarily mean that there are no wetlands of similar or greater value in the area.  There are 
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significant wetlands in the areas surrounding that have not been considered as they already 
have some measure of protection, afforded by Bush Forever.  These nearby wetlands are 
included in Bush Forever Site No. 307 (Lightning Swamp Conservation Area), Bush Forever 
Site No. 480 (Victoria Road Bushland), Bush Forever Site No. 385 (Reid Highway Bushland) 
and Bush Forever Site No. 304 (Whiteman Park).  Furthermore, the proposed Wetland 
Mitigation Strategy (contained in Appendix A) places a higher value on the criteria of ‘like 
for like’ rather than just finding site in a similar geographic area. 

 
96. The Wetlands program of the DOE has not been consulted in regard to the wetland mitigation 
offset package. (DOE)     
 

The proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy (contained in Appendix A) has been developed 
following feedback from the EPA, DOE and CALM. 

 
97. Monetary compensation should be considered only as a last option and, when directed to 
management of areas already held in secure tenure, would not be recognised as a ‘net environmental 
benefit’.  It is erroneous to suggest that the development proposal and subsequent loss of CCW is 
likely to deliver a more sustainable environmental outcome than not progressing at all when the 
proposal will cause direct loss of an existing high value wetland. (DOE)     
 

Given that the existing site has historically continued to degrade (as described in response to 
Submission No. 4), despite the best intentions of the proponent (involving periodic cleanup of 
the site), and is likely to continue to degrade over time, development of the site and 
implementation of the proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy will provide the most 
sustainable conservation outcome, and will achieve a net environmental benefit.  If the site 
was to be left in its current condition and the degrading effects currently experienced 
continue, without substantial and ongoing management of the site it is highly likely that there 
would be a net environmental loss.  

 
98. Positive offset ratios should be discussed and included within the mitigation strategy as risk of 
failure is always a consideration. (DOE)     
 

It is acknowledged that positive offset ratios are a valid consideration that should be included 
within any mitigation strategy.  Positive offset ratios, such as restoring a larger wetland area 
than the proposal are discussed in the proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy, which is 
contained in Appendix A. 

 
99. No indication is given in the PER regarding offsets for other conservation values such as 
significant vegetation and fauna habitat that would be lost as a result of the proposed development.  
The wetland mitigation process may also need to incorporate these additional factors. (CALM) 
 

It has been intended, that when discussing the values of the wetland, both in the PER, the 
Submission to Responses and the proposed mitigation strategy, that the conservation values 
of the wetland are comprised of values such as the vegetation and fauna habitat.  Therefore, 
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consistent with the EPA’s Position Statement No. 9 (EPA, 2004), offsets are discussed and 
presented holistically in terms of overall ‘net environmental benefit or loss’, rather than 
mitigation of loss of vegetation or fauna values in isolation.  The proposed Wetland 
Mitigation Strategy details the manner in which a net environmental gain can be achieved, 
and this is contained in Appendix A. 

 
100. If the proposal is approved the proponent should consult primarily with the DOE and the EPA 
to negotiate a suitable mitigation offset. (CALM) 
 

As indicated above, subsequent to the submission of the PER, a proposed Wetland Mitigation 
Strategy has been developed, and this has been done so in consultation with DOE, EPA and 
CALM.  The details of the proposed Wetland Mitigation Strategy are contained in Appendix 
A. 

 

3. SUMMARY 

The environmental values of the site are accepted and documented in the PER, however no new 
scientific information has come to hand as a result of the PER submission period that would raise the 
perceived environmental significance of the site.  Comparing these values against accepted criteria 
reveals the site is not regionally significant, and therefore in view of Government and EPA policy and 
precedent there is no ground to argue that the proposal should not proceed, the site acquired, vested 
and managed for conservation purposes.  Furthermore, taking into account that the wetland will be 
bisected by a road, will degrade overtime, the wetland values are well represented in nearby large 
secure conservation reserves and the implementation of an EPA approved Wetland Mitigation 
Strategy, it is likely that implementation of the proposal will result in an overall environmental, 
economic and social benefit.   
 
In our opinion the issues raised in the Summary of Submissions and detailed in the previous sections 
have been adequately addressed by the subsequent responses, and that sufficient information is 
presented that would allow the EPA to recommend to the Minister for the Environment that the 
proposal can proceed.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY   

The industrial subdivision of Lots 300 - 303 and 14 &15 Beringarra Avenue, Malaga, is the last stage 
of the Freeway Industrial Estate development, planned by Town Planning Scheme No. 14, completing 
the eastern portion of the estate.  The industrial land use that will result from the proposal is consistent 
and compatible with other surrounding land uses and completes the last section of an area that has 
been intended by the planning authorities to be used for industrial purposes.   
 
Given the historical and currently experienced degrading influences on the Malaga wetland (as 
described in the Public Environmental Review submitted to the Environmental Protection Authority in 
March 2005), the construction of the scheme road through the site and increased edge effects from 
encroaching development, as well as the incidence of fire, introduction of weeds and pathogens by 
rubbish dumping, it is likely that the Malaga wetland will continue to be subjected to these degrading 
influences.  In the absence of substantial intervention, this is likely to result in the ongoing and future 
loss of the current values and attributes of the Malaga wetland.   
 
On this basis alone, it is considered that the Malaga subdivision proposal is viable.  However, in order 
to mitigate the loss of the Malaga wetland, the proponent has committed to developing and 
implementing a Wetland Mitigation Plan.  A suitable offset wetland site has been identified, as 
described in this document, being the Melaleuca Park wetland, located within the Gnangara Pine 
Forest.  The WMP will see the restoration and protection of a Resource Enhancement Wetland (REW) 
of far greater size than the Malaga wetland (20.9ha vs. 4.95ha) to a condition that could be considered 
consistent with a Conservation Category Wetland (CCW).  Due to its proximity to Bush Forever Site 
399 it should be possible to integrate the restoration and management of the Melaleuca Park Wetland 
with the management of Bush Forever Site 399.  This combined management approach is likely to 
assist in achieving a substantially better environmental outcome than retaining the Malaga wetland in 
isolation.  However, without substantial intervention and funding through the proposed WMP this 
outcome is unlikely to eventuate. 
 
If action is not taken, the Melaleuca Park wetland is likely to continue to be subjected to the ongoing 
degrading influences of weed invasion (including pine recolonisation), fire, increased edge effects 
from unrestricted access through the wetland and potential damage to the wetland core during 
harvesting of the surrounding pines.  Given the limited resources with which CALM is managing the 
restoration of the entire Gnangara Pine Forest following pine harvesting, it is unlikely that the same 
level of restoration and protection could be applied as is being proposed by the WMP.   
 
Restoration of a 20.9ha REW to a level consistent with a CCW, and its subsequent protection will 
provide a positive environmental outcome.  Given that the Malaga wetland is not considered to be 
regionally significant (as described in the PER), and is continually subjected to degrading influences, 
the implementation of a WMP and development of the Malaga site will produce the most 
environmentally sustainable outcome, while the alternative proposition to not develop the site is 
considered to be less sustainable.   
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Should it be deemed by relevant stakeholders that the proposed WMP is not acceptable, an alternative 
to its implementation could be that the WMP is used as a tool to calculate a contribution to a ‘wetland 
banking system’.  The wetland banking system could then be used to provide a positive monetary 
contribution to be utilised by CALM to achieve a sustainable environmental outcome at another site.  
The proponent supports the wetland banking concept and the approach of utilising the Framework for 
Developing a Mitigation Plan to determine a financial contribution should this be selected as an 
acceptable option by the relevant stakeholders. 
 
The framework proposed in this document provides an opportunity to progress the actual development 
of a viable WMP.  The proposed WMP is the final element required to demonstrate the environmental 
acceptability of the proposal during the current EPA assessment of the Malaga subdivision.  However, 
regardless of the ultimate Offset option selected, it is suggested that the proposal can be progressed 
without compromising the objectives of the EPA in managing impacts on wetlands. It is considered 
that the Framework for Developing a Mitigation Plan provides a real, tangible and lasting “on-
ground” environmental benefit that more than adequately offsets any loss of wetland values resulting 
from the current proposal.  It is a sustainable and environmentally beneficial outcome which meets the 
requirements of all stakeholders involved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Sandbourne Holdings Pty Ltd is the proponent for the industrial subdivision of Lots 300 – 303 and 14 
& 15 Beringarra Avenue, Malaga.  The proposal area is 11.68 hectares in size and is bound by 
Victoria Road to the north and Reid Highway to the south.  The location of the proposal site is shown 
in Figure 1.  The proposed Hepburn Avenue extension from Marshall Road to Reid Highway is 
directly to the east and the proposal area itself would be the final section of an already established 
industrial estate.  The proposal is consistent with the objectives of the City of Swan’s Town Planning 
Scheme 14 (TPS 14); ‘East Malaga Industrial Development Scheme’ and will result in the creation of 
industrial lots but not their individual development or use. 
 
The overall acceptability of the proposal based upon the anticipated impacts has been 
comprehensively documented in the Public Environmental Review (PER) document (Cardno BSD, 
2005), which was developed based upon feedback provided by the EPA as to what should be included 
and the level of detail that should be provided.  The pertinent biophysical factor in the assessment of 
this project is the presence of a “sumpland” Conservation Category Wetland (CCW) that is 6.99ha in 
size, of which 4.95ha falls within the proposal site.  The wetland on the site falls within the Jandakot 
consanguineous suite of wetlands, and these are a reflection of the natural groundwater levels, 
expressed as sumplands and damplands (Hill et al. 1996).     
 
The proposal involves clearing of the wetland and removal of all associated flora and fauna habitats.  
Once cleared, the land will be cut and filled and be re-contoured to create industrial lots.  It is assumed 
that no native vegetation currently on proposal area will remain after subdivision in accordance with 
standard industrial development.  The direct impacts of the proposal on wetlands are the loss of the 
CCW and reduction of the amount of the Jandakot Consanguineous Wetland Suite held outside the 
conservation estate in the Perth Metropolitan Area. 
 
The PER concluded that while the proposal site currently contains what has been categorised as a 
CCW, given the influence of the previously identified degrading factors associated with its location 
(as discussed in Section 3.1 of the PER) it is unlikely to remain in this condition without substantial 
ongoing management.    
 
As the site is not considered to retain values that would render it regionally significant (as documented 
through assessments of it’s attributes and condition in the PER), is in a continual state of degradation 
due to numerous influences, will ultimately have a road constructed through the site, and it is 
considered that the direct impacts of the proposal are acceptable and can be adequately and 
appropriately mitigated through the implementation of a suitable Wetland Mitigation Plan (WMP).   
 

1.2 PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 

In recent years the concept of developing environmental offsets as an environmental management tool 
to counterbalance impacts to wetlands has been endorsed by the State Government as facilitating 
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sustainability objectives in appropriate situations (Government of Western Australia, 2003).  
Environmental offsets are recognised as providing alternative beneficial environmental outcomes in 
situations where social and economic growth is sought at some detriment to the environment.  
Environmental offsets should also aim to achieve a net environmental benefit.  This goal is supported 
by the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA), as documented in the Position Statement No. 9: 
Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2006). 
 
Following the comprehensive assessment documented within the PER document (Cardno BSD, 2005), 
it was proposed (within the PER) that in order to address the impact on the Malaga wetland, a WMP 
would be prepared.  The purpose of the WMP is to ensure that when it is implemented with the 
proposal, a net environmental benefit will ensue.  To facilitate this process and to afford maximum 
opportunities to realise this net environmental benefit, it is crucial that the WMP is formulated to 
satisfy the environmental criteria for and offset package.  To ensure this occurs, Cardno BSD has 
determined that the most appropriate course of action is to develop a detailed framework for the 
WMP, prior to the WMP itself.   
 
The purpose of this document, the Framework for Developing a Wetland Mitigation Plan is to provide 
a clear indication of how the WMP will be developed and implemented.  It is envisaged that following 
assessment of the Response to Submissions on the PER and this document (included as an Appendix to 
the Response to Submissions on the PER), a Ministerial Condition would be applied to the proposal 
approval that would commit the proponent to the development of the WMP consistent with the 
principles and guidelines presented in this document.  The WMP will locate a wetland or wetlands 
with the same or similar values to the proposal area and will document the manner in which the 
environmental value of these systems can be restored an ensured in the long-term.  Alternatively, the 
WMP can be used as a model from which to provide a “value” for a wetland banking contribution, and 
this would be investigated further should the EPA and other stakeholders not prefer the mitigation 
strategy outlined in this document.  Notwithstanding this, it is considered that the mitigation 
“package” proposed in this document is a suitable offset for the loss of the Malaga wetland. 
 
This Framework for Developing a Wetland Mitigation Plan has been structured to provide details 
including: 

• The proposed objectives of the WMP; 
• An overview of the values and attributes of the Malaga Wetland; 
• A review of the EPA’s Position Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets and details of how 

the WMP will comply with the principles outlined in this document;  
• Presentation of potential offset sites and the selection process utilized to screen these; 
• An outline of how it is envisaged that the WMP would be structured and implemented; and 
• An overview of the process to date. 
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2. PROPOSED OBJECTIVES OF THE WETLAND 
MITIGATION PLAN 

While the conservation of the environment is always desirable, sustainable development must balance 
the environmental aspects of a proposal with the economic and social aspects.  Where environmental 
impacts cannot be avoided, environmental offsets can be used with the aim of ensuring that the 
impacts are counterbalanced by an environmental gain in another area.   
 
In accordance with Position Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2006), offsets should 
incorporate the following principles: 

• The use of both direct and contributing offsets; 
• Achieve a “no net loss” situation through direct offsets and the use of contributing offsets to 

achieve a “net benefit” outcome overall; 
• The environmental impact and offsets package should be ‘like for like or better’; and 
• Ensure a long lasting benefit. 

 
When the principle of net environmental gain is applied to the Malaga industrial subdivision proposal, 
the proposed impact to the wetland within the proposal site will need to be counterbalanced with an 
environmental gain elsewhere, such as a restoration and/or protection of another similar wetland that 
would otherwise be subjected to some form of environmental degradation in the future.   
 
The mitigation activity should aim to incorporate direct offsets, such as restoration, rehabilitation, or 
re-establishment, and contributing offsets, such as protection mechanisms, management, education, 
research, removal of threats or other activities having a proven environmental benefit.   
 
The principle of ‘like for like or better’ as detailed above suggests that a similar type wetland of 
similar or larger size and condition that can be incorporated into the WMP should be found.  Direct 
and contributing offsets would then be used to provide the environmental gain that will counterbalance 
the loss of the Malaga wetland.  Finally, the WMP should be developed such that the sustainability of 
the offset package is ensured (i.e. the offset wetland will be preserved in the long-term).  
 
The principles presented in Position Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets and their application to 
the current proposal are discussed further in Section 4. 
 

2.1 WETLAND MITIGATION PLAN OBJECTIVES 

Given the principles detailed in the Position Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets and their 
application to the current proposal, the primary objective of the Framework for Developing a WMP 
and the WMP itself will be: 

To offset the environmental impact caused by development of the Malaga site through 
restoration, enhancement and protection of another suitably comparable site, achieving a net 
environmental gain. 
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In order to achieve the primary objective, a number of secondary objectives will be addressed within 
this Framework for Developing a WMP, including the following: 

1. Locate and select an offset site and demonstrate its suitability (i.e. that it can facilitate ‘Like 
for Like or Better’);  

2. Ensure that the proposed offset site can and is likely to be included within the greater 
conservation estate (i.e. ensure the long-term protection of the site); 

3. Develop a framework for a Management and Maintenance Plan for the site; and 
4. Seek endorsement of EPA, DOE, CALM and the relevant Local government authority for the 

proposed offset site, works and management actions. 
 

3. VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES OF THE MALAGA WETLAND 

The environmental factors investigated in the PER were established following an exhaustive process 
that identified all relevant environmental factors required to enable an assessment of the site and likely 
impacts of the proposal.  This process involved development of an Environmental Scoping Document, 
which detailed all aspects proposed to be investigated in the PER.  This was then used as a basis for 
the development of the PER.   
 
The flora, vegetation and fauna of the Malaga site were assessed through field studies to document the 
values of the remnant vegetation and to measure biodiversity.  While the above factors assessed in the 
PER provided a comprehensive overview of the values of the remnant vegetation across the entire site, 
a summary of the assessment of the “health” of the wetland area based on the site flora is provided in 
the following sections. 
 

3.1 WETLANDS 

The wetlands remaining in the Malaga area are part of what was a larger wetland, described on Map 
2034 II NE in The Wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plain Vol 2B (Hill et al. 1996) as 43Sc, Victoria 
Road Sumpland.  The proposal area has one of the two remaining wetland areas of the Victoria Road 
Sumpland.  The wetland has been mapped to have a total area of 6.34ha.  The development of the 
proposal site would impact 4.95ha of the wetland.  The remaining 1.39ha of the wetland is situated 
within the Reid Highway road reserve. 
 
The proposal area falls within the Jandakot consanguineous suite of wetlands, which are located in the 
Bassendean Dune System.  The Jandakot suite is a reflection of the natural groundwater level 
expressed as sumplands and damplands (Hill et al. 1996).    The proposal area was originally 
described within the Bennett Brook suite however consanguineous suite boundaries were revised and 
the wetland is mapped as Jandakot suite in Hill et al. (1996). 
 
The wetland, having been originally identified as a CCW in 1996, has been the subject of numerous 
studies and has had its CCW status reconfirmed in 1997, 1999 and twice in 2000.  Although the 
wetland suffers from minor weed invasion, it is intact and overall vegetation is generally in “Good” 
condition as defined by Bush Forever condition rating scale (Government of Western Australia, 2000). 
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The existing condition of the Malaga wetland is shown in Plates 1-4. 
 

3.2 VEGETATION AND FLORA 

3.2.1 Existing Environment 

Based on the mapping by Heddle et al. (1980), the vegetation complex that occurs on the Malaga site 
is the Southern River Vegetation Complex.  Typical vegetation on the Southern River vegetation 
complex is Open Woodlands of Corymbia calophylla – Eucalyptus marginata – Banksia sp. on 
elevated areas with Woodlands of Eucalyptus rudis (flooded gum) – Melaleuca rhaphiophylla on the 
low lying areas and drainage lines that dissect the flatter unit. 
 
3.2.2 Site Flora 

A total of 59 taxa comprising 22 families and 46 genera were found within the Malaga wetland on the 
proposal site during a survey in October 2002 (see Appendix A for full species list).  Species 
representation was greatest amongst the Myrtaceae, Cyperaceae, and Restionaceae families, a 
composition typical of the Swan Coastal Plain Botanical Subdistrict and wetlands of the Bassendean 
Dune System.  Five introduced (weed) species were collected, which indicates some degradation to the 
vegetation, although core areas of the wetland were fairly dense and had few weed occurrences.  
Introduced species within the proposal area and make up 8% of the total recorded flora.   
 
A comprehensive species list was produced using the BSD Consultants’ October 2002 flora and 
vegetation survey and data from the Bennett Brook Catchment Group’s (BBCG) surveys of the 
wetland undertaken during 2001 and 2002 (Appendix A).  A total of 85 taxa comprising 23 families 
and 51 genera were included in this list.  Five weed species were described from the combination of 
the two species lists. 
 
3.2.3 Declared Rare and Priority Flora 

No DRF species, pursuant to Subsection 2 of Section 23F of the Wildlife Conservation Act 1950 and 
listed by CALM were located during the survey.  No endangered or vulnerable species, pursuant to 
s178 of the EPBC Act were located.  CALM records indicate that DRF species Caladenia huegelii and 
Epiblema grandiflora var. cyaneum (ms) may potentially occur in the Malaga area, however these 
were not identified during the surveys. 
 
3.2.4 Site Vegetation Communities 

Two vegetation communities were recorded within the Malaga wetland.  Vegetation Community 2 
‘Wetland heath’ dominates the proposal area and varies in species composition, which may be due to 
the degree of inundation of the soils.  The ‘Melaleuca Forest’ (Vegetation Community 1) is an unusual 
unit found only at the far northern edge of the proposal area adjacent to Victoria Road.  It is a small 
area of almost closed canopy Melaleuca preissiana over a virtual monoculture of the sedge ?Schoenus 
efoliatus, the identity of which could not be positively determined due to the lack of flowering 
material. 
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To determine the conservation and reservation status of the vegetation types defined, a comparison 
was made with previous floristic community types identified on the Swan Coastal Plain (Gibson et al. 
1994) and the vegetation communities defined for the proposal area, resulting in inferred FCTs, which 
are presented below in Table 3.2.4. 
 
Table 3.2.4: Inferred Floristic Community Types at Lots 300-303 and 14 & 15 Beringarra 
Avenue, Malaga 

Community Description 
Inferred Gibson et 

al. Floristic 
Community Type 

Wetland communities: 

1 

Melaleuca Forest 
Low Closed Forrest of Melaleuca preissiana over an Open Shrubland of 
Astartea fascicularis, Regelia ciliata and Acacia pulchella var. pulchella over 
a Sedgeland dominated by ?Schoenus efoliatus in low-lying grey sands. 

4 

2 

Wetland Heath 
An Astartea fascicularis-Pericalymma ellipticum Closed Heath with 
occasional Melaleuca preissiana over a Low Open Shrubland of 
Hypocalymma angustifolium, Calothamnus lateralis and Melaleuca lateritia 
over an Open Sedgeland of Lepidosperma longitudinale, Baumea articulata 
and Schoenus subfascicularis in inundated humus rich sandy soils. 

4 

 
The reservation status of the inferred FCT is “well reserved” and the conservation status is classed as 
“low risk” (Gibson et al. 1994).  Currently, the inferred FCT is not a trigger under the EPBC Act 
(1999) and is not recognised as a Threatened Ecological Community (TEC) at the State level (English 
and Blyth, 1997).   
 
3.2.5 Vegetation Condition 

Vegetation condition was mapped according to the vegetation condition ratings commonly used in 
Bush Forever Vol. 2 (Government of Western Australia, 2000).  The vegetation condition ranged from 
“Excellent” to “Completely Degraded”.  Essentially, the core area of the wetland is mostly in 
“Excellent” condition, with the exception of the vehicle tracks that transect the wetland core, and these 
are considered to be “Completely Degraded”.  The wetland vegetation edges are “Degraded” to 
“Completely Degraded” and only the inner core area is in “Very Good” to “Excellent” condition.  
Generally the overall area is in “Good” condition and would require intensive ongoing management to 
improve the overall prevailing vegetation condition ratings.  
 

3.3 FAUNA AND FAUNA HABITAT 

The PER detailed the fauna surveys carried out by Dr Ray Hart in 2002 and Dr Mike Bamford in 
2004, and assessed the significance of the fauna values of the site, based on available information, 
published literature and the fauna surveys conducted.  It documented an assessment of amphibians, 
reptiles, birds, mammals and invertebrates that are significant and may occur on the site.  
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Following this investigation, it was concluded that the development of the Malaga site would not 
impart unacceptable impacts upon any threatened fauna species.  Furthermore, the investigation 
indicated that the site does not provide critical habitat for any fauna species that does not already occur 
at other local/regional sites, and that the linkage value of the site is likely to significantly decline over 
time due to continued surrounding development.  Therefore, while the development of the Malaga site 
involves the loss of habitat through clearing, this loss could potentially be mitigated through the 
implementation of a suitable WMP that would provide a replacement of the fauna habitat values found 
at the Malaga site. 
 

4. EPA POSITION STATEMENT – ENVIRONMENTAL 
OFFSETS 

Position Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets (EPA, 2006), provides the EPA’s view on, and 
establishes principles for environmental offsets that the EPA will consider in future advice and 
recommendations.  The Position Statement No. 9 establishes eight (8) key principles that are discussed 
in detail below: 
 
• Environmental offsets should only be considered after all other attempts to mitigate 

adverse impacts have been exhausted:  
On-site adverse impacts must first be addressed using the mitigation sequence (avoidance, minimize, 
rectify, reduce then offset); 
 
• An environmental offset package should address both direct and contributing offsets: 
Direct offsets counterbalance the adverse environmental impact directly, with the aim of achieving no 
environmental difference, and aspirationally, a net benefit.  Contributing offset activities should be 
considered a part of a combined approach with Direct offset activities; 
 
• Environmental offset should ideally be “like for like or better”:  
‘Like for Like’ ensures that the offset activity counterbalances the same type of impacted ecosystem.  
‘Like for Like or Better’ refers to not only achieving ‘Like for Like’, but aiming for improvements 
beyond what is required for ‘Like for Like’; 
 
• Positive environmental offset ratios should apply where risk of failure is apparent:  
Positive offset ratios should be used where there is a reasonable risk that the offset will not fully 
succeed over the long term.  That is, the size of the offset ratio should be larger than 1:1; 
 
• Environmental offsets must entail a robust and consistent assessment approach:  
A robust, consistent and transparent assessment process will help to ensure that environmental offsets 
provide an equitable environmental outcome; 
 
• Environmental offsets must meet all statutory requirements:  
This must be done prior to further consideration by the EPA; 
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• Environmental offsets must be clearly defined, transparent and enforceable:  
The offset must clearly define the environmental impact it is intended for; and  
 
• Environmental offset must ensure a long lasting benefit:  
Environmental offsets must be undertaken on the understanding that the activities and outcomes must 
be long term.  Offset projects should demonstrate security of purpose, security of tenure and security 
of management.  The costs of enduring management and maintenance form part of the offset and 
should be factored in. 
 

5. DISCUSSION OF WETLAND OFFSET OPTIONS 

This Section is intended to provide an overview of sites determined to potentially be suitable for 
further development of the WMP to compensate for the unavoidable impacts that the current proposal 
will have on the Malaga wetland.   
 

5.1 CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF WETLAND OFFSET SITES 

The Department of Environment (DOE) have developed criteria for wetland mitigation with the aim to 
mitigate (offset) the values and functions lost as a result of the proposal.  The most appropriate way to 
do this is to match the impacted wetland with one of similar value in a similar condition.  This entails 
the identification of wetlands that exhibit the following: 

• Are an equivalent management category, in the same condition or better (i.e. a Resource 
Enhancement wetland (REW) may be rehabilitated to mitigate for a CCW); 

• Significant threat to the proposed mitigation wetland from its current or proposed land use and 
that is not likely to be protected by some other mechanism (e.g. Bush Forever); 

• Are of a comparable size; 
• Are of the same type (e.g. a sumpland should be replaced with a sumpland); 
• Are of a similar vegetation type; 
• Are of the same consanguineous suite; and  
• Are in the local area. 

(WRC, 2001) 
 
It is anticipated that not all criteria will be able to be fulfilled, however the proponent would be 
expected to endeavour to fulfil the maximum number of criteria. In order to ensure conservation, a 
CCW must be replaced by acquisition or appropriate covenanting of a threatened CCW or through 
restoration of a REW to a condition which represents a CCW. 
 
From a mitigation aspect the following factors have been considered when assessing the suitability of 
other wetlands to mitigate the loss: 

• The specific category of the wetland to be affected by the industrial subdivision proposal; 
• Vesting and proposed management of wetland areas proposed for inclusion in the WMP; and 
• Values and role of the replacement wetland in maintaining conservation values on the Swan 

Coastal Plain. 
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5.2 WETLAND ASSESSMENT PROCESS 

The process that was undertaken to identify a suitable replacement wetland was to firstly identify all 
wetlands within the City of Swan and immediate surrounds, which are indicated as being the same 
consanguineous suite wetland (i.e. Jandakot), and are not currently protected by Bush Forever or 
another conservation area.  This was undertaken using a Geographic Information System (GIS).  Up to 
19 wetlands were identified which satisfied some or all of the above criteria and were located in the 
same region as the Malaga wetland.  Some of these wetlands were Multiple Use Wetlands (MUW), 
however these were not considered to be suitable for development as an offset for the CCW proposed 
to be impacted as MUW and generally retain limited conservation values.  Restoration of these areas 
to a level comparable to a CCW may not be practically achievable.  Therefore, nine potential offset 
wetlands were identified. 
 
Four wetlands that were identified as being part of the Jandakot consanguineous suite have been 
discounted as being potentially unsuitable, and these include: 

• An un-named CCW located within Ellenbrook Estate.  This was not further considered as it 
has been cleared for residential development within the Ellenbrook Estate; 

• Mornington Park (REW).  This wetland was not further considered as it has been included 
within Public Open Space within Ellenbrook Estate; 

• A CCW located near the corner of Higgins Road and Wandoo Road Pinjar.  This wetland was 
not further considered as it is located within the City of Wanneroo and is over 25km from the 
proposal site; and 

• An un-named CCW located north of Mallee Road, Pinjar.  This wetland was not further 
considered, as it is located within the Shire of Chittering and is over 25km from the proposal 
site. 

 
The remaining wetlands were considered as being potentially suitable to be part of an offset package, 
and these included: 

• The Lord Street wetland, located in Henley Brook; 
• An un-named CCW located north of Ellenbrook Estate; 
• An un-named CCW located in Bullsbrook; 
• A REW known as ‘Gnangara Pine Plantation’, located within the Gnangara Pine Plantation; 

and 
• A group of three REW wetlands (immediately adjacent and effectively a single wetland) 

known as ‘Melaleuca Park Wetland WAWRC 1087’, located within the Gnangara Pine 
Plantation (hereafter referred to as ‘Melaleuca Park’ wetland). 

 
The wetlands identified by the desktop assessment (detailed above) as having potential for 
development as an offset were investigated further.  The locations of the potential offset wetlands in 
relation to the Malaga wetland are shown in Figure 2, and each potential offset wetland is further 
detailed in the following Sections, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of each wetland as a 
potential offset. 
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5.3 POTENTIAL WETLAND MITIGATION SITES 

The five suitable sites described above were subject to further investigation.  This was undertaken 
through a detailed site inspection and subsequent comparison of species, vegetation communities and 
overall condition between the potential offset sites and that the of the Malaga wetland.  This was 
undertaken in November 2005. 
 
5.3.1 Lord Street Wetland 

The Lord Street wetland, which was identified as a potential offset wetland, is shown in Figure 3, and 
is described in Table 5.3.1. 
 
Table 5.3.1  Lord Street wetland details 
Street Location Park Road, near corner with Murray Street, Henley Brook 
UFI # 8804 
Current TPS Zoning General Rural 
MRS Zoning Urban 
Management Category Resource Enhancement 
Consanguineous Suite Jandakot 
Wetland Type Dampland 
Area (ha) 2.1 
Distance from impact site 7.8km 
Current land-use Agricultural 
Reference Coordinates 403520E, 6479529N 

 
Strengths – This is the geographically closest wetland of same consanguineous suite to the proposal 
site.  This wetland is currently under threat from stock grazing, and would therefore benefit from 
protection.  
 
Weaknesses – The wetland is less than half the size of the Malaga wetland, and the Banksia woodland 
that would previously have surrounded it has been mostly cleared.  In addition, the wetland is listed as 
a ‘dampland’, whereas the Malaga wetland is a ‘sumpland’.  Furthermore, the Lord Street wetland is 
spread across three separate landholdings, which provides further impediments to practically achieving 
an ownership transfer of the wetland. 
 
Detailed inspection of the Lord Street wetland revealed that the site appears to support permanent 
water, whereas the Malaga wetland does not.  All surrounding dryland areas have been almost 
completely degraded due to trampling and damage by stock (i.e. horses, sheep).  Very few understorey 
species were present in the areas where stock had been allowed to access, and the overstorey was 
limited to a few larger individuals.  The wetland does not retain a dryland vegetation buffer, and was 
severely weed infested.  Given the small size of the wetland and its current condition, it was 
determined that the Lord Street Wetland would not be a suitable offset wetland.  The condition of the 
Lord Street wetland is shown in Plates 5-7. 
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5.3.2 Un-named Ellenbrook Wetland  

The un-named wetland in Ellenbrook that was identified as a potential offset wetland is shown in 
Figure 4, and is further described in Table 5.3.2. 
 
Table 5.3.2  Un-named Ellenbrook wetland details 
Street Location The Broadway, Ellenbrook 
UFI # 8795 
Current TPS Zoning General Rural 
MRS Zoning Urban 
Management Category Conservation 
Consanguineous Suite Jandakot 
Wetland Type Dampland 
Area (ha) 4 
Distance from impact site 12.2km 
Current land-use None evident, although in close proximity to urban development 
Reference Coordinates 402901E, 6485232N 

 
Strengths – The wetland is situated in the middle of a large area of uncleared Banksia woodland, and 
requires protection from encroaching urban development.   
 
Weaknesses – The vegetation structure does not appear to be consistent with the Malaga wetland, and 
the site is slightly smaller.  More detailed investigations revealed that the wetland is within an area 
being developed for residential purposes and is already being retained through a current development 
proposal.  Therefore, this wetland is not considered suitable for development as an offset wetland and 
is not given further consideration. 
 
5.3.3 Un-named Bullsbrook Wetland  

The un-named wetland, located in Bullsbrook, that was identified as a potentially suitable offset 
wetland is shown in Figure 5, and is further described in Table 5.3.3. 
 
Table 5.3.3  Un-named Bullsbrook wetland details 
Street Location Lot 5892 Maralla Road, Bullsbrook 
UFI # 8907 
Current TPS Zoning General Rural 
MRS Zoning Rural 
Management Category Conservation 
Consanguineous Suite Jandakot 
Wetland Type Dampland 
Area (ha) 7.6 
Distance from impact site 15.3km 
Current land-use No observed use of the land 
Reference Coordinates 402146E, 6488520N 
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Strengths – This wetland is of a larger size than the wetland to be cleared as a part of the proposal.  Its 
vegetation structure is still intact, with minimal observed disturbance or immediate threats (such as 
fire, weeds or rubbish dumping). 
 
Weaknesses – The vegetation associated with this area is Banksia woodland, and displays few 
similarities to the sumpland found at the Malaga site.  The site inspection failed to find either of the 
wetland indicator species (Astartea fascularis or Pericalymma ellipticum).  The vegetation 
communities observed were similar in structure to the Banksia woodland buffer observed at the 
Malaga wetland, however no areas of wetland dependant species were found.  The vegetation structure 
of the ‘Maralla Road’ wetland is shown in Plates 8-10.  The topography of the site does not support 
the assertion that the area would perform the hydraulic functions of a wetland (the site is gently 
sloping and does not have any low lying areas).  On this basis it was determined that the site was too 
dissimilar to the Malaga wetland to be considered as a potential offset site.   
 
5.3.4 Gnangara Pine Plantation Wetland 

The Gnangara Pine Plantation wetland that is potentially a suitable offset wetland is shown in Figure 
6, and further described in Table 5.3.4. 
 
Table 5.3.4  Gnangara Pine Plantation wetland details 
Street Location Warbrook Road, within the Gnangara Pine Plantation 
UFI 8409 
Current TPS Zoning State Forest 
MRS Zoning State Forest 
Management Category Resource Enhancement 
Consanguineous Suite Jandakot 
Wetland Type Dampland 
Area (ha) 5.5 
Distance from impact site 16.2km 
Current land-use Pine Forest 
Reference Coordinates 397079E, 6488842N 
 
Strengths – This wetland is a similar size to the wetland that will be impacted by the proposal. During 
the inspection of the Gnangara Pine Plantation wetland the wetland vegetation communities were 
considered to be similar to those found on the proposal site.  Both wetland indicator species used to 
map the extent of the Malaga wetland (Astartea fascularis or Pericalymma ellipticum), were observed 
in abundance, and the topography of the site supported the wetland type being a sumpland.  On this 
basis it was determined that the site could potentially be suitable as an offset.  The observed condition 
of the Gnangara Pine Plantation wetland is shown in Plates 11-13. 
 
Weaknesses – The site is recorded as being a ‘dampland’, not a ‘sumpland’ like the Malaga wetland.  
There is currently no surrounding vegetated buffer (as surrounds the Malaga wetland).  As it is located 
within a pine plantation, there are a number of impacts that appear to have occurred in and around the 
wetland, and these are likely to continue into the future unless additional management measures are 
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utilised.  These impacts include vehicular damage, increased incidences of fire and increased weed 
invasion.   
 
5.3.5 Melaleuca Park Wetland 

While referred to as one wetland, the Melaleuca Park wetland is recorded as being three wetlands, 
though all located immediately adjacent to each other.  As the three wetlands are immediately adjacent 
they can be considered to effectively be one wetland and have been treated as such for the purposes of 
this investigation. 
 
The Melaleuca Park wetland(s) identified as a potentially suitable offset wetland is shown in Figure 7, 
and is further described in Table 5.3.5. 
 
Table 5.3.5  Melaleuca Park wetland details 
Street Location Payne Road, within the Gnangara Pine Plantation 
UFI # 8233, 8236 & 8245 
Current TPS Zoning State Forest 
MRS Zoning State Forest 
Management Category Resource Enhancement 
Consanguineous Suite Jandakot 
Wetland Type Sumpland 
Area (ha) 20.9 
Distance from impact site 17.5km 
Current land-use Pine Forest 
Reference Coordinates 396700E, 6491304N 

 
Strengths – Large size and therefore its protection could potentially facilitate a net environmental 
gain.  Diverse vegetation structure.  Dense undergrowth including wetland indicator species (Astartea 
fascularis or Pericalymma ellipticum).  Currently no means of protecting the condition of the wetland 
from impacts of nearby and future logging activities.  Four additional MUW totalling 0.6ha are located 
immediately adjacent and could assist in creation of a dryland buffer. 
 
Weaknesses – Minimal existing dryland buffer.  As it is located within a pine plantation, there are a 
number of impacts that appear to have occurred in and around the wetland, and these are likely to 
continue into the future unless additional management measures are utilised.  These impacts include 
vehicular damage, increased incidences of fire and increased weed invasion.   
 
The condition of the Melaleuca Park wetland is shown in Plates 14-18. 
 
5.3.6 Summary 

Based on the preliminary assessment of strengths and weaknesses presented, it was determined that 
two of the wetlands investigated in detail could potentially be developed into a suitable offset for the 
Malaga industrial subdivision proposal.   
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In summary, the detailed investigation indicated that: 
• The Lord Street wetland would not be a favourable option as it is severely degraded, is of a 

different wetland type (‘Dampland’ not ‘Sumpland’), is of small size and is spread across 
three different landholdings; 

• The un-named Ellenbrook wetland is not considered a potential option as it is within an area 
being developed and is already being retained through a residential estate development; 

• The un-named Bullsbrook wetland is not considered to be suitable, as it contains no wetland 
functions or attributes and therefore is not considered to be a wetland; 

• The Gnangara Pine Plantation wetland has potential as an offset as the vegetation appears to 
be in good condition, and supports vegetation consistent with the Malaga wetland, however it 
is recorded as being a ‘Dampland’, not a ‘Sumpland’; and 

• The Melaleuca Park wetland is seen as the most suitable potential offset wetland as it has 
dense growth of wetland indicator species (Astartea fascularis or Pericalymma ellipticum), is 
a ‘Sumpland’, is substantially larger than the Malaga wetland and is currently under threat 
from harvesting of nearby pine forest areas and other issues associated with the location 
within a pine forest area.  The wetland is classified as a REW and would require restorative 
works in order for it to be consistent with a CCW.   

 

5.4 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION 

5.4.1 EPA Services Unit 

Once the potential options detailed above had undergone preliminary investigation, this information 
was submitted to and discussed with the EPA Services Unit to determine which of the options could 
potentially be progressed as a part of the WMP.  Feedback provided by the EPA Services Unit 
confirmed the findings of the above investigations, being that: 

• The Lord Street wetland could potentially be suitable, however the site is located on three 
separate lots under numerous ownership and the small size of the wetland would not facilitate 
‘like for like or better’; 

• The un-named Ellenbrook wetland is not suitable for development as an offset as it has 
already been retained and protected within the urban development of Ellenbrook Village 6; 

• The un-named Bullsbrook wetland could potentially be suitable pending confirmation of 
evident wetland characteristics; and 

• The Gnangara Pine Plantation wetland or Melaleuca Park wetland may be suitable for 
utilisation as a ‘case study’ to establish a framework for a contribution towards restoration and 
protection of Government owned land (i.e. State Forest). 

 
The EPA indicated that it would support utilisation of Government owned land to provide a 
framework for contribution to offset the proposal if the privately owned options were found to be 
unsuitable.  The response provided by the EPA is contained in Appendix B. 
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5.4.2 Department of Conservation and Land Management 

Following the detailed on-ground investigation of the available options, the two remaining options 
(Gnangara Pine Plantation wetland and Melaleuca Park wetland) were discussed with CALM’s 
Wanneroo Regional Office in order to gauge the potential support for their restoration and protection 
(pers. comm. Clayton Sanders).  CALM have informally indicated that the Gnangara Pine Plantation 
wetland could potentially be suitable, however it was noted that the wetland and its buffer is already 
the subject of ongoing CALM research.  The Melaleuca Park wetland was indicated of being of 
particular interest, given its proximity to ‘Melaleuca Park and Adjacent Bushland’ (Bush Forever Site 
399).   
 
The Gnangara Park Concept Plan (CALM 1999) identifies key issues for protecting the existing nature 
conservation values within the Park, including protection and linking of remnant vegetation and 
wetlands within pine forest areas.  The overall management objectives of Bush Forever sites within the 
Gnangara Pine plantation are directed towards the conservation of biodiversity, and informal 
discussions with CALM indicated that that it may be possible to address some of the key issues 
identified within the Concept Plan by protecting and restoring the Melaleuca Park wetland and 
managing it as a conservation reserve, consistent with the management of Bush Forever Site 399.  It 
was indicated that the restoration and protection of the Melaleuca Park wetland and its management 
consistent with that of Bush Forever Site 399 would provide increased biodiversity value to Bush 
Forever Site 399, as many of the wetlands that are already included within Bush Forever Site 399 or 
nearby are very small in size.  These are therefore unlikely to provide a good representation of 
Jandakot Suite vegetation sumplands. 
 
The degrading influences and pressures experienced by wetlands within the Gnangara Pine forest were 
discussed, and it was confirmed by CALM that wetlands located within the Gnangara Pine Plantation 
are subjected to threats such as weed invasion, damage by fires, increased disturbance from adjacent 
pine harvesting and a lack of dryland buffer protecting such wetlands.  Given the recurrence of the 
above influences, it is unlikely that the Melaleuca Park wetland would retain its current values in the 
future without some sort of active intervention. 
 
Following these discussions, formal correspondence has been forwarded to CALM to determine 
whether they would support the offset proposal involving the Melaleuca Park wetland.  A copy of the 
correspondence sent to CALM is contained in Appendix C. 
 

5.5 THE MELALEUCA PARK OPTION 

Subsequent to the discussions held with CALM, who indicated that they would be prepared to support 
a proposal that restored and protected the values of a wetland, a preliminary flora survey of the 
Melaleuca Park wetland was undertaken by a qualified botanist from Cardno BSD in February 2006.  
The results of the survey and a comparison with the Malaga wetland, species and vegetation types are 
presented in the following sections. 
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5.5.1 Wetlands 

The vegetation communities of the wetland were found to be consistent with those of the Malaga 
wetland.  Two wetland core areas were found within the (approximately) 21ha Melaleuca Park 
wetland, with both containing representations of Astartea fascularis and Pericalymma ellipticum as 
well as a number of other species also found at the Malaga Site.  The Melaleucas observed onsite 
ranged from a few years old to very old (>50years), and it is assumed that these and other associated 
wetland species would provide good fauna habitat values to many of the same species that may 
potentially be present at the Malaga wetland.  The fringes of the wetland contained species found 
within the dryland buffer of the Malaga wetland.  It was also noted that the border of Bush Forever 
Site 399, which contains dense Banksia woodlands, were approximately 150m to the north of the 
wetland, thereby potentially assisting in recolonisation of buffer areas.   
 
5.5.2 Flora and Vegetation survey results 

A total of 29 plant taxa, comprising 17 families and 24 genera were recorded in the Melaleuca Park 
Wetland area (see Appendix A).  Species representation was greatest among the Myrtaceae, and 
Proteaceae families.  This is comparable with the predominant species observed on the Malaga 
wetland (see Section 3), being from the Myrtaceae and Cyperaceae families.  A total of 23 wetland 
species were recorded at the Melaleuca Park wetland in February 2006, while 65 wetland species were 
recorded at the Malaga wetland in October 2002.  While a substantially larger number of species was 
recorded for the Malaga wetland than was recorded for the Melaleuca Park wetland, it should be noted 
that the survey of the Melaleuca Park wetland was conducted in February 2006, and it is therefore 
likely that a greater representation of species would be observed and identified during a survey 
conducted during Spring. 
 
5.5.2.1 Introduced Species 

Seven introduced flora species were recorded on the Melaleuca Park wetland.  Introduced species 
were recorded in the Poaceae (grass), Pinaceae, Rosaceae, Solanaceae, Aizoaceae and Asteraceae 
(daisy) families, and represented 26% of the total flora recorded on site.  This is comparable with the 
number of introduced species represented at the Malaga site (five flora species), which were recorded 
in the Cyperaceae, Juncaceae and Poaceae families. 
 
5.5.2.2 Local Vegetation Communities 

One vegetation community was represented on the site at a local level, and is presented in Table 
5.5.2.2. 
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Table 5.5.2.2:  Local Vegetation Community Recorded at Melaleuca Park wetland, February 
2006 

Mapping Code Community Descriptions 

Vegetation Community 1 – Melaleuca sedgeland 

1 Open shrubland of Melaleuca preissii over various herb and shrub species. 

 
The vegetation community observed at the Melaleuca Park wetland is consistent with the wetland 
communities observed on the Malaga site, which were classified as ‘Melaleuca Forest’ and ‘Wetland 
Heath’.  
 
5.5.2.3 Regional Vegetation Communities 

Species recorded within each vegetation community were compared with species occurring in the 
Gibson et al. (1994) database of vegetation communities on the southern Swan Coastal Plain using the 
vegetation significance methodology described below. The inferred FCT is based on the number of 
species matches and is recorded in Table 5.5.2.3 below. 
 

Table 5.5.2.3  Inferred Gibson et al. Floristic Community Type 
Vegetation Community Code Floristic Community Type 

1 4 

 
One Gibson et al., (1994) FCT has been recorded on site.  Vegetation Community 1 is most similar to 
FCT 4 Melaleuca preissiana damplands and appears throughout the southern Swan Coastal Plain. FCT 
4 has been recorded along the coastal plain from Perth to Capel and the Gibson et al. site descriptions 
reflect the vegetation occurring on Melaleuca Park wetland.  FCT 4 is well-reserved community type 
in a low risk category in accordance to its conservation status (Gibson et al., 1994).  
 
The inferred FCT observed on the Melaleuca Park wetland is consistent with the inferred FCT 
observed within the Malaga wetland. 
 
5.5.2.4 Vegetation Condition 

The Vegetation Condition was rated according to the Vegetation Condition Scale commonly used in 
the Perth Metropolitan Region (Government of WA 2000).  In general, the vegetation condition 
ranged from “Degraded” to “ Very Good”.  This assessment of Vegetation Condition is comparable 
with the Vegetation Condition of the Malaga wetland, where the vegetation condition ranged from 
“Excellent” to “Completely Degraded”.  A visual comparison of the condition of the Malaga wetland 
and the Melaleuca Park wetland is provided in Plates 1-4 and Plates 14-18 respectively. 
 
5.5.3 Summary 

Subsequent to a detailed assessment of the attributes of the Melaleuca Park wetland, as detailed in the 
preceding Sections, it is possible to compare these to the DOE criteria for wetland mitigation (as 
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discussed in Section 5.1) to provide an indication as to the suitability of the site for use as an offset.  
This comparison is made below: 
 

• Equivalent management category, in the same condition or better (i.e. a Resource 
Enhancement wetland (REW) may be rehabilitated to mitigate for a CCW). 

The Malaga wetland is a CCW, while the Melaleuca Park wetland is currently classified as REW.  
However, given that the existing structure and species are consistent between the two sites, it would be 
possible to rehabilitate the REW to a CCW and this will be a central proposition of the WMP. 
 

• Significant threat to the proposed mitigation wetland from its current or proposed land use 
and that is not likely to be protected by some other mechanism. 

The Melaleuca Park wetland is currently under threat from the harvest of surrounding pines, invasion 
by weed species, unrestricted access through the wetland and disturbance from fires.  Upon removal of 
the surrounding pine forest, the wetland will be further exposed to degrading influences and is unlikely 
to retain its current values and attributes in the longer term unless some sort of active management is 
applied.  Therefore, the Melaleuca Park wetland is considered to be under threat from the current and 
proposed surrounding land use. 
 

• Of a comparable size 
As described previously, the wetland area that would be impacted by the proposal is 4.95ha.  As the 
Melaleuca Park wetland is approximately 21ha in size, the restoration and protection of the Melaleuca 
Park wetland can be considered to be a suitable environmental offset for the development of the 
Malaga site in terms of relative area coverage. 
 

• Of the same type 
Both the Malaga wetland and Melaleuca Park wetland are ‘sumplands’. 
 

• Of a similar vegetation type 
Both the Malaga wetland and Melaleuca Park wetland have been surveyed to contain species that 
areas consistent with FCT 4 – Melaleuca preissiana damplands.  Both wetlands contain the dense 
representations of Astartea fascularis and Pericalymma ellipticum (wetland indicator species) and 
would provide potential habitat for similar fauna species, given the similar type of vegetation and size 
of established overstorey species. 
 

• Of the same consanguineous suite 
Both the Malaga wetland and Melaleuca Park wetland are recorded as belonging to the Jandakot 
consanguineous suite. 
 

• In the local area 
Both the Malaga wetland and Melaleuca Park wetland are within the City of Swan and are 
approximately 17.5km apart. 
 
A summary of the similarities of the wetlands and a DOE criterion comparison summary is provided 
in Table 5.5.3. 
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Table 5.3.3 DOE criterion comparison summary 
Attribute Malaga wetland Melaleuca Park wetland Criterion satisfied (Y/N) 
Management category CCW REW Yes if rehabilitated 
Significant threat Yes Yes Yes 
Comparable size 4.99ha 20.9ha Yes – much larger 
Wetland type Sumpland Sumpland Yes 
Vegetation type FCT 4 FCT 4 Yes 
Consanguineous suite Jandakot Jandakot Yes 
In local area City of Swan City of Swan Yes 

 
Given the information provided above, the development of the Melaleuca Park wetland for use as an 
offset site for the loss of the Malaga wetland can be considered to be consistent with the DOE’s 
criteria for wetland offsets.  The primary basis for this, given that the wetland is situated in State 
Forest, is that substantial restoration is required to lift its management category to CCW and it is under 
significant threat from surrounding and existing land use. 
 

6. PROPOSED WETLAND MITIGATION FRAMEWORK 

6.1 PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION 

As indicated, the Melaleuca Park wetland is a REW, and would require restoration works in order for 
it to be considered to be directly comparable to the CCW within the Malaga site.  In order to improve 
the wetland condition, and with a view to having it re-classified (as CCW) in the future, it is 
anticipated that the following Direct Offset works would be undertaken as part of the overall 
mitigation package: 

• Weed control in the wetland and dryland buffer areas; 
• Access control; 
• Revegetation in the wetland core area using appropriate wetland plant species;  
• Removal of the plantation pines in the immediately adjacent area; and 
• Revegetation in the dryland buffer area using Banksia woodland species.   

 
In addition to the above, the following Contributing Offset activities will be part of the WMP: 

• A comprehensive botanical survey of the wetland area and other wetland areas adjacent to the 
Melaleuca site with the provision of this information to CALM so that the values and 
attributes of other wetland areas can be established; 

• Ongoing monitoring of the Melaleuca Park wetland to determine rehabilitation and weed 
control success in the wetland/dryland buffer areas; 

• A two-year period of ongoing management of the wetland and dryland buffer areas to ensure 
that the required revegetation and weed control outcomes are achieved; and 

• Contribution (financial) towards new research and trials that will assist in the development of 
rehabilitation techniques that could be adopted by CALM in other wetland areas within pine 
plantation areas. 
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The Direct and Contributing offsets outlined above are described in the following sections and will be 
further detailed within the WMP. 
 
6.1.1 Direct Offsets 

A direct environmental offset is any environmentally beneficial activity undertaken to counterbalance 
an adverse environmental impact or harm, with the goal of achieving ‘no net loss’ and preferably a 
‘net environmental benefit’ (EPA, 2006).  The direct offsets envisaged as part of the WMP are 
described in the following Sections. 
 
6.1.1.1 Weed Control 

Weed control will be undertaken in the wetland and dryland buffer areas.  This activity will be 
undertaken initially prior to revegetation and during maintenance in order to provide an environment 
conducive to rehabilitation growth/success.  The weed control will involve a program of spraying 
and/or manual removal of weeds within the wetland area.  It is envisaged that this would also include 
removal of any pines or other invasive species that have colonised the fringes of the wetland.  As the 
wetland is within the Gnangara Mound Underground Water Pollution Control Area (UWPCA), any 
pesticides that are used will be required to comply with the Draft Statewide Policy: Pesticide use in 
Public Drinking Water Source Areas (Water and Rivers Commission, 1999) 
 
6.1.1.2 Access Control 

The proponent will implement measures to control unauthorised access into the wetland access 
control.  Access control would be achieved by installation of fencing sufficient to control unauthorised 
access to the wetland core, while still allowing access to the surrounding area for pine harvesting.   
 
6.1.1.3 Harvest Pines 

Removal of the plantation pines in the immediately adjacent area will be undertaken.  This will be 
done to facilitate establishment of a dryland vegetation buffer.  Harvesting of the pines would not 
normally be considered to be a Direct Offset activity in itself, however given that it will be required 
for subsequent establishment of the dryland buffer, it has been included and will be detailed within the 
WMP.  While the removal of pines will be detailed and scheduled within the WMP, it is envisaged 
that the actual pine harvesting would be undertaken by the Forest Products Commission (FPC).   
 
6.1.1.4 Wetland Revegetation 

The proponent will undertake revegetation of the Melaleuca Park Wetland core.  Revegetation in the 
wetland core area using appropriate native wetland plant species will aim to achieve a species 
diversity that is a good representation of the vegetation communities and species that would be 
expected within a Jandakot consanguineous suite wetland and incorporate results from site specific 
and broader botanical surveys.  This will occur over the entire wetland area of approximately 21ha.  
Revegetation works will also be undertaken within a buffer area (see the following Section). 
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6.1.1.5 Revegetate Dryland Buffer 

The proponent will undertake revegetation in the dryland buffer area using Banksia woodland species, 
as this is consistent with CALM’s long-term aims for the Gnangara Pine Plantation.  The dryland 
buffer revegetation will extend from the wetland core, and could potentially extend far enough north 
such that a continuous coverage of Banksia woodland would be achieved from surrounding the 
Melaleuca Park wetland to Bush Forever Site 399 to provide a vegetated linkage between the two 
areas. 
 
6.1.2 Contributing Offsets 

A contributing environmental offset is any environmentally beneficial activity undertaken to 
complement and enhance the direct offset activity.  Contributing offset activities do not assist in a ‘no 
net loss’ outcome, but instead add materially to environmental knowledge, research management, 
protection, etc. (EPA, 2006).  Contributing offsets envisaged for the WMP are described in the 
following Sections. 
 
6.1.2.1 Botanical Survey 

The proponent will undertake a comprehensive botanical survey of the Melaleuca Park wetland area 
and other wetland areas adjacent to the offset site.  The data collected during these surveys will be 
used to formulate species lists for revegetation of the wetland, and will be provided to CALM so that 
the values and attributes of other wetland areas can be established.  This will then facilitate future 
monitoring, and if necessary comparative assessments between the wetlands within Bush Forever Site 
399 and the Melaleuca Park wetland. 
 
6.1.2.2 Monitoring 

Ongoing monitoring of the Melaleuca Park wetland will be undertaken following conclusion of initial 
restoration works and during the maintenance period (see Section 6.1.2.3).  The objective of the 
monitoring will be to determine rehabilitation and weed control success in the wetland and dryland 
buffer areas.  The information gathered will also be used to guide any remedial actions that may be 
required, such as the need for infill plantings. 
 
6.1.2.3 Maintenance Period 

In order to ensure the successful establishment of revegetation, and to facilitate the wetland and 
dryland buffer’s long-term viability, the proponent will commit to a period of ongoing management of 
the wetland and dryland buffer.   This will involve activities such as maintenance of access controls 
(fencing and gates), additional weed control as required and infill planting to relace any plant deaths.  
The maintenance activities will be coordinated with those planned by CALM, such that all efforts and 
subsequent results are maximised. 
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6.1.2.4 Research 

The proponent will provide a contribution towards new research and trials.  This will assist in the 
development of rehabilitation techniques that could be adopted by CALM in other wetlands within 
pine plantation areas. 
 
6.1.3 Summary of Proposed Offset Package 

A summary of the proposed offset package detailed in the preceding sections is provided in Table 
6.1.3. 
 
Table 6.1.3  Proposed offset package summary table. 
Direct Offsets 
Issue Action Location Timing Responsibility 
Weed Control Undertake weed control. Wetland and 

dryland buffer 
areas. 

Initially prior to 
revegetation and 
during maintenance 
period. 

Specialist contractor 
in association with 
CALM. 

Access Control Implement access 
restriction measures 
such as fencing and 
lockable gates. 

Surrounding 
wetland core. 

Prior to conducting 
revegetation works. 

Fencing contractor 
in association with 
CALM. 

Wetland 
Revegetation 

Carry out revegetation 
plantings – seedlings of 
selected wetland species 

Wetland core Following weed and 
access control 
measures. 

Revegetation 
contractor. 

Harvest Pines Harvest pines to allow 
planting of dryland 
buffer.  

Dryland buffer area 
– around wetland 
border. 

ASAP, to be 
coordinated with 
FPC harvesting 
operations. 

FPC 

Dryland Buffer 
Revegetation 

Carry out revegetation 
plantings – seedlings of 
selected dryland buffer 
species. 

Dryland buffer area 
– around wetland 
border. 

Following harvest 
of pines by FPC 

Revegetation 
contractor. 

Contributing Offsets 
Issue Action Location Timing Responsibility 
Botanical 
Survey 

Carry out spring 
surveys.  

Offset wetland and 
other nearby 
wetlands. 

During spring prior 
to implementation 
of revegetation 
works. 

Botanist under 
direction of 
proponent. 

Monitoring Undertake monitoring. Offset wetland and 
surrounding dryland 
buffer. 

Following 
conclusion of initial 
restorative works 
and during 
maintenance period. 

Botanist under 
direction of 
proponent.  

Maintenance Maintain the access 
control measures, 
conduct ongoing weed 
control, conduct infill 
planting. 

Offset wetland and 
surrounding dryland 
buffer 

For a 2-year period, 
as indicated as 
necessary by 
monitoring. 

Suitably qualified 
contractor/CALM 

Research Encourage and 
contribute towards new 
research and trials 
relevant to the Offset 
wetland rehabilitation. 
 

Through suitable 
research 
institutions. 

From initial works 
through entire 
maintenance period 
dependant upon 
interest and 
opportunities. 

Universities, or 
other research 
institutions – to be 
sponsored by the 
proponent. 
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6.2 SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL OFFSETS 

The EPA’s Position Statement No.9 Environmental Offsets provides guidance as to the principles that 
the EPA expects will form the basis of offset proposals.  These are summarised below, with a 
description of how the proposed WMP would be consistent with these principles.  
 

• Environmental offsets should only be considered after all other attempts to mitigate adverse 
impacts have been exhausted:   

As indicated, Malaga wetland is currently subjected to significant degrading influences.  These 
influences are likely to continue into the future.  Furthermore, it is a native vegetation remnant located 
within an industrial estate, has an approved road situated through the wetland as a part of a previously 
approved Town Planning Scheme (Guided Scheme #14) and is likely to be impacted by the future 
development of the Reid Highway.  Therefore if the wetland is retained it is unlikely to maintain the 
currently assessed values.  Given the extent of future management required to maintain the existing 
wetlands values, retaining the wetland is not considered to be an economically or environmentally 
sustainable outcome. 
 
The proposal itself involves the complete loss of the wetland and its surrounding buffer.  Therefore if 
the development proceeds it will not be possible to minimize the impact.  It would not be possible to 
rectify or reduce the impacts under the current proposal.  Therefore, given the above influences on the 
condition and likely future condition of the Malaga wetland, the proposal to develop the proposal site 
and prepare and implement a WMP (that will see the restoration of a similar and threatened wetland 
elsewhere that would otherwise be subject to further decline without intervention) is likely to deliver 
more sustainable outcomes than not progressing the proposal at all. 
 

• An environmental offset package should address both direct and contributing offsets:  
The WMP prepared would include both Direct and Contributing offsets.  Direct Offsets that will be a 
key part of the WMP include weed control, revegetation of the wetland core and dryland buffer and 
access control to the site.  Significant research into the characteristics of the Malaga site (as detailed in 
the PER) and the proposed offset site (as discussed in Section 5.5) has been undertaken to ensure that 
the direct offsets utilized are appropriate to achieve the desired environmental outcome.  The Direct 
Offsets will be undertaken in association with Contributing Offsets, including detailed botanical 
survey of the site and other nearby wetlands (with provision of the information collected to CALM), 
monitoring of the wetland and revegetation activities, ongoing maintenance of the access control, 
weed control and revegetation areas and research into methods for rehabilitating other similar 
wetlands and dryland buffers within former pine forest areas.    
 

• Environmental offset should ideally be “like for like or better”:  
This principle has been a central criterion when selecting an appropriate wetland.  The selection of the 
proposed offset site has been based on the consideration of wetland functions, attributes and values, 
including vegetation, habitat, species, ecosystem, landscape, hydrology, and physical area associated 
with the impacted wetland and the wetland identified within this document.  The offset proposal site is 
consistent with the Malaga wetland in most factors, however it differs in that it is a REW (that will be 
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restored to be consistent with a CCW through implementation of the WMP), and it is approximately 
four times the size of the Malaga wetland (thereby providing a net environmental gain through 
restoration). 
 

• Positive environmental offset ratios should apply where risk of failure is apparent:  
The significant size difference between the Malaga wetland and offset proposal site can be considered 
to be a positive offset ratio.  The WMP will be reviewed and accepted by EPA, DOE and CALM, and 
the activities that will be undertaken will be based on current best practice and the WMP will provide 
objectives and completion criteria that are considered to be realistically achievable and auditable.   
 

• Environmental offsets must entail a robust and consistent assessment approach:  
The assessment approach for this framework is via the formal environmental impact assessment 
process. This will ensure an assessment that is both robust and consistent since the preparation and 
implementation of the WMP is assumed to be a statutory requirement associated with this process and 
based on information contained within the PER and this document. 
 

• Environmental offsets must meet all statutory requirements:  
This document has been developed to ensure compliance with all planning, statutory and regulatory 
requirements.  Apart from the requirements of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 there are no 
other significant statutory limitations imposed on the proposal. 
 

• Environmental offsets must be clearly defined, transparent and enforceable:  
Considering the assessment is being undertaken through a formal environmental impact assessment 
process, it is likely that this process will result in legally enforceable proponent commitments and/or 
Ministerial conditions.  Furthermore, all documents and data have been and will continue to be 
provided to the EPA, DOE and CALM in order for a detailed assessment of the proposal to continue.  
This will ensure that the WMP will be auditable and enforceable, and therefore provide the statutory 
mechanisms for achieving the overall environmental outcomes. 
 

• Environmental offset must ensure a long lasting benefit:  
The proposed offset site is immediately adjacent to Bush Forever Site 399, the management goal of 
which is long-term conservation of biodiversity.  The restoration of the wetland and a surrounding 
dryland buffer is consistent with the rehabilitation objectives of the greater Gnangara Park, and the 
ongoing management of the proposed offset wetland and its inclusion with the management of Bush 
Forever Site 399 will ensure that the restoration and protection of the Melaleuca Park wetland will be 
long-lasting.   
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The industrial subdivision of Lots 300 - 303 and 14 &15 Beringarra Avenue, Malaga, is the last stage 
of the Freeway Industrial Estate development, planned by TPS No. 14, completing the eastern portion 
of the estate.  The industrial land use that will result from the proposal is consistent and compatible 
with other surrounding land uses and completes the last section of an area that has been intended by 
the planning authorities to be used for industrial purposes.  The scheme has established contributory 
scheme costs for the development of multiple landholdings.  Should the development of the proposal 
area not proceed, the contributory costs would need to be revised and would incur substantial 
difficulty given that previous areas of the Malaga Industrial Estate have been developed on the 
assumption that the proposal will proceed. 
 
As stated in the PER, the proposal is considered to be viable, given that: 

• The proposal area has been planned for industrial purposes for over 20 years and has been 
addressed in part via of two preliminary submissions to the EPA, which were not formally 
assessed; 

• Informal assessment of TPS 14 by the EPA in 1990 allowed for the development of scheme 
roads which would significantly impact the wetland, and these were approved by the City of 
Swan for construction in 2004; 

• The wetland within the proposal area is small and degraded due to adjacent industrial 
development, rubbish dumping, historic uncontrolled access, and will be subject to ongoing 
degradation, particularly in light of the construction of the road approved to occur; 

• The proposal area no longer has any significant linkage to other natural areas due to 
surrounding industrial development and road construction; 

• The vegetation within the proposal area does not support any Declared Rare Flora; and 

• The proposal area is not recognised as regionally significant in either System 6 (Department 
of Conservation and Environment 1983) or Bush Forever (Government of Western Australia 
2000). 

 
Given the historical and currently experienced degrading influences on the Malaga wetland (as 
described above and in the PER), the construction of the scheme road through the site and increased 
edge effects from encroaching development as well as the incidence of fire, introduction of weeds and 
pathogens by rubbish dumping, it is likely that the Malaga wetland will continue to be subjected to 
these degrading influences.  In the absence of substantial intervention, this is likely to result in the 
ongoing and future loss of the current values and attributes of the Malaga wetland.   
 
On this basis alone, it is considered that the Malaga subdivision proposal is viable.  However, in order 
to mitigate the loss of the Malaga wetland, the proponent has committed to developing and 
implementing a WMP.  A suitable offset wetland site has been identified, as described in this 
document, being the Melaleuca Park wetland, located within the Gnangara Pine Forest.  The WMP 
will see the restoration and protection of a REW of far greater size than the Malaga wetland (20.9ha 
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vs. 4.95ha) to a condition that could be considered consistent with a CCW.  Due to its proximity to 
Bush Forever Site 399 it should be possible to integrate the restoration and management of the 
Melaleuca Park Wetland with the management of Bush Forever Site 399.  This combined management 
approach is likely to assist in achieving a substantially better environmental outcome than retaining the 
Malaga wetland in isolation.  However, without substantial intervention and funding through the 
proposed WMP this outcome is unlikely to eventuate. 
 
If action is not taken, the Melaleuca Park wetland is likely to continue to be subjected to the ongoing 
degrading influences of weed invasion (including pine recolonisation), fire, increased edge effects 
from unrestricted access through the wetland and potential damage to the wetland core during 
harvesting of the surrounding pines.  Given the limited resources with which CALM is managing the 
restoration of the entire Gnangara Pine Forest following pine harvesting, it is unlikely that the same 
level of restoration and protection would be applied as is being proposed by the WMP.   
 
In summary, the WMP will offset the loss of the values of the Malaga wetland through a combination 
of Direct and Contributing offsets as follows: 

• Restoration of the Melaleuca Park wetland and surrounding buffer.  This area is substantially 
larger than the Malaga wetland and surrounding buffer, and its restoration will include weed 
control, access control and revegetation of wetland and buffer areas.  In absence of these 
activities the Melaleuca Park wetland is unlikely to retain its existing values and almost 
certain to never attain attributes consistent with a CCW; 

• Generation of botanical information about the offset and nearby wetlands.  This will occur 
through detailed botanical surveys, and will provide more data than is currently available 
regarding similar wetlands, will facilitate future restoration works and guide proposed 
management and restoration of the offset site and other similar areas; 

• Ongoing monitoring and maintenance of the offset wetland and surrounding buffer.  Without 
implementation of the monitoring and maintenance activities undertaken as a part of the 
WMP, both the Malaga wetland and Melaleuca Park Wetland are likely to continue to be 
subjected to the currently experienced degrading influences and their existing condition will 
continue to decline.  The ongoing monitoring and maintenance will ensure that a lasting and 
sustainable result is achieved; and 

• Contribution towards new research and trials.  This will assist in the development of 
rehabilitation techniques that could be utilised to achieve the overall aims for the restoration of 
former pine forest areas.  In absence of the contributions provided for within the WMP it is 
less likely that the same research opportunities would be available.  

 
Restoration of a 20.9ha REW to a level consistent with a CCW, and its subsequent protection will 
provide a positive environmental outcome.  Given that the Malaga wetland is not considered to be 
regionally significant (as described in the PER), and is continually subjected to degrading influences, 
the implementation of a WMP and development of the Malaga site will produce the most 
environmentally sustainable outcome, while the alternative proposition to not develop the site is 
considered to be less sustainable.   
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Should it be deemed by relevant stakeholders that the proposed WMP is not acceptable, an alternative 
to its implementation could be that the WMP is used as a tool to calculate a contribution to a ‘wetland 
banking system’.  The wetland banking system could then be used to provide a positive monetary 
contribution to be utilised by CALM to achieve a sustainable environmental outcome at another site.  
The proponent supports the wetland banking concept and the approach of utilising the Framework for 
Developing a Mitigation Plan to determine a financial contribution should this be selected as an 
acceptable option by the relevant stakeholders. 
 
The framework proposed in this document provides an opportunity to progress the actual development 
of a viable WMP.  The proposed WMP is the final element required to demonstrate the environmental 
acceptability of the proposal during the current EPA assessment of the Malaga subdivision.  However, 
regardless of the ultimate Offset option selected, it can be concluded that the proposal can be 
progressed without compromising the objectives of the EPA in managing impacts on wetlands. It is 
considered that the Framework for Developing a Mitigation Plan provides a real, tangible and lasting 
“on-ground” environmental benefit that more than adequately offsets any loss of wetland values 
resulting from the current proposal.  It is a sustainable and environmentally beneficial outcome which 
meets the requirements of all stakeholders involved. 
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APPENDIX A: WETLAND VASCULAR PLANT SPECIES     
                           MALAGA Wetland and MELALEUCA PARK Wetland   

      
Note:  * denotes introduced or weed taxa    
           BSD denotes BSD Consultants Pty Ltd survey of Malaga Wetland undertaken October 2002   
           BBCG denotes Bennett Brook Catchment Group surveys of Malaga Wetland undertaken between 09/06/01 and  17/11/02 
          Cardno denotes survey of the Melaleuca Par wetland undertaken in February 2006    
      BSD BBCG Cardno 
Family   Genus & Species  Oct  2002 2001-2002 Feb-06
AMARANTHACEAE   Alternanthera nodiflora  +  +  
APIACEAE   Centella asiatica  +  +  
ASTERACEAE   Lagenophora huegelii    +  
    Podotheca chrysantha  +    
  * Ursinia anthemoides     + 
    Siloxerus humifusus  +  +  
AIZOANACEAE * Carpobortus edulis     + 
CENTROLEPIDACEAE   Centrolepis aristata  +  +  
    Centrolepis drummondiana  +  +  
    Centrolepis polygyna  +    
COLCHICACEAE   Burchardia bairdiae  +  +  
CRASSULACEAE   Crassula colorata var. colorata  +    
CYPERACEAE   ?Schoenus efoliatus  +    
    Baumea arthrophylla    +  
    Baumea articulata  +  +  
    Baumea juncea    +  
    Baumea vaginalis    +  
    Cyathochaeta avenacea    +  
    Cyathochaeta teretifolia (P3)    +  
  * Cyperus tenuiflorus  +    
    Isolepis cyperoides    +  
  * Isolepis marginata  +    
    Lepidosperma effusum  +    
    Lepidosperma leptostachyum    +  
    Lepidosperma longitudinale  +  +  
    Lepidosperma pubisquameum  +    
    Lepidosperma pubisquameum/squamatum    +  
    Lepidosperma squamatum  +    
    Lepidosperma striatum    +  
    Lepidosperma tenue  +    
    Mesomelaena pseudostygia  +  +  
    Schoenus ?latitans    +  
    Schoenus brevisetis  +    
    Schoenus curvifolius  +  +  
    Schoenus efoliatus    +  
    Schoenus laevigatus    +  



 

 

    Schoenus subfascicularis  +  +  
DASYPOGONACEAE   Dasypogon bromellifolius     + 
DENNSTAEDTIACEAE   Pteridium esculentum     + 
GOODENIACEAE   Lechenaultia expansa  +  +  
HAEMODORACEAE   Phlebocarya ciliata  +  +  
HALORAGACEAE   Gonocarpus pithyoides    +  
IRIDACEAE   Patersonia juncea    +  
    Patersonia occidentalis  +  + + 
    Patersonia sp.   +   + 
JUNCACEAE   ?Juncus subsecundus (sterile)  +    
  * Juncus capitatus  +    
    Juncus pallidus  +  +  
LOBELIACEAE   Lobelia alata  +  +  
    Lobelia tenuior  +    
LOGANIACEAE   Phyllangium paradoxum  +  +  
LAURACEAE   Cassytha glabella     + 
LORANTHACEAE   Nuystia floribunda     + 
MENYANTHACEAE   Villarsia albiflora  +  +  
MYRTACEAE   Astartea fascicularis  +  + + 
    Beaufortia elgans     + 
    Calothamnus lateralis    +  
    Eucalyptus rudis  +  +  
    Hypocalymma angustifolium  +  +  
    Hypocalymma robustum  +  + + 
    Melaleuca lateritia  +  +  
    Melaleuca preissiana  +  + + 
    Melaleuca teretifolia    +  
    Melaleuca viminea     + 
    Pericalymma ellipticum  +  + + 
    Regelia ciliata  +  +  
    Scholtzia involucrata  +  +  
    Verticordia densiflora    +  
    Verticordia densiflora var. densiflora  +    
ORCHIDACEAE   Caladenia flava subsp. flava  +    
    Microtis brownii  +    
    Pterostylis aff. pyramidalis  +    
PAPILIONACEAE   Aotus gracillima  +    
    Daviesia physodes  +  +  
    Euchilopsis linearis  +    
    Eutaxia virgata  +  +  
    Gastrolobium capitatum  +  +  
    Jacksonia furcellata     + 
PHORMIACEAE   Dianella revoluta     + 
PINACEAE   Pinus pinaster      
POACEAE   Amphipogon laguroides    +  
    Amphipogon turbinatus  +  +  



 

 

  * Briza maxima     + 
  * Pentaschitis aeroides     + 
  * Lolium perenne  +    
  * Stenotaphrum secundatum  +    
POLYGALACEAE   Comesperma flavum    +  
    Comesperma virgatum  +  +  
PROTACEAE   Adenanthos abovatus     + 
    Pultaneae     + 
RESTIONACEAE   Chaetanthus aristatus  +  +  
    Hypolaena exsulca  +  +  
    Lepyrodia muirii    +  
    Loxocarya cinerea     + 
    Lyginia barbata  +  +  
    Lyginia imberbis    +  
    Meeboldina cana  +    
    Meeboldina scariosa    +  
    Meeboldina tephrina (ms)    +  
ROSACEAE * Rubus fruticosus     + 
SOLANACEAE * Solanum nigrum     + 
STYLIDIACEAE   Stylidium dichotomum  +    
    Stylidium utricularioides    +  
TREMANDRACEAE   Platytheca galioides  +  +  
XANTHOROHOEACEAE   Xanthorrohoea preissii     + 
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